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Fit and Ready Horses in Today:

Race Horse List List Date

SA SPR 12 6/23/2021HONOR IT7

DM SUM 2 7/7/2021MIRASOL

DM SUM 3 7/14/2021GOING GLOBAL (IRE)10

1st Race 1 Mile Turf

LAMBEAU (B-) working with RHYTHM AND GRACE (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, LAMBEAU 

inside; RHYTHM AND GRACE was a bit aggressive early, 1/2 length in front in 24.1, then 1 1/2 lengths clear passing 

the 1/4 pole in 36.1, LAMBEAU in 36.2, they got back together into the stretch, RHYTHM AND GRACE lightly urged 

to finish 1/2 length in front, LAMBEAU asked less in 100.1, they galloped out together down to the 7/8 pole in 113.1, 

RHYTHM AND GRACE getting in front as both were up at the 3/4 pole in 127.1, LAMBEAU in 127.2, a decent 

fitness work for both

07/19/21 100.1 B-FT HDMR GradeRHYTHM AND GRACE

RHYTHM AND GRACE (B-) working with MAGNIFICENT (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

RHYTHM AND GRACE starting 1 1/2 lengths up; The pair maintained their positions going quickly in 23.3, 

MAGNIFICENT got even passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4, RHYTHM AND GRACE in 36.0, RHYTHM AND GRACE 

was not asked, finsihing 1/2 length in front, receiving the slower time of 101.4, but appearing best, an ok work. 

MAGNIFICENT was lightly urged, flattening out a bit late in 101.3, just ok. We are not sure why the Official Clockers 

gave them the same time?

07/08/21 101.3 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

RHYTHM AND GRACE went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, urged and tapped 

the entire stretch, up at the wire in 101.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 115.0, just ok as she was asked more 

than most horses from this barn

06/09/21 101.3 C+FT HSA GradeRHYTHM AND GRACE

RHYTHM AND GRACE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, going off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, slowing 

crossing midstretch in 37.2, not asked in 49.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.3, an ok work

05/15/21 49.4 B-FT HSA Grade

BRIMAGE (C+) working with POP POP'S DREAM (C+) - This team went together in their slow half-mile work, 

BRIMAGE starting two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.4, 25.3, POP POP'S DREAM got 

even in the stretch, both lightly niggled, final times of 51.2 for POP POP'S DREAM, 51.4 for BRIMAGE, neither doing 

a whole lot here.

07/16/21 51.2 C+FT HDMR GradePOP POP'S DREAM

POP POP'S DREAM went off from the 7/8 pole, splits of 38.0, 50.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 103.2, urged in the stretch, 

slowing in 129.2, a so-so work for the unraced maiden, who is being trained to route up to his debut

07/05/21 129.2 C+FT HSA Grade
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POP POP'S DREAM (B-) working with INFINITE EMPIRE (C+) - This duo from different barns came out of the gate 

together, INFINITE EMPIRE inside; The pair broke ok (POP POP'S DREAM has not broke well previously), together 

in 12.4, 24.2, 35.4, POP POP'S DREAM was lightly asked, pulling three lengths clear in 47.4, INFINITE DREAM not 

asked, falling back in 48.2, up there, just ok, but this is an unraced two-year-old working with an older horse. POP 

POP'S DREAM continued solo, lightly urged tiring a bit when up in 100.3, a decent work.

06/28/21 100.4 B-FT HGSA GradePOP POP'S DREAM

POP POP'S DREAM was not impressive in this six furlong drill, splits of 38.0, 50.3, urged along without a lot of 

response in 116.1, so-so at best

06/20/21 116.1 C+FT HSA Grade

EMPRESS OF FIRE (C+), POP POP'S DREAM (C) and LOUIE ZAMPERINI (C) working together - This trio from 

different barns came out of the gate together, EMPRESS OF FIRE inside, POP POP'S DREAM wearing blinkers 

between horses, LOUIE ZAMPERINI wearing a Figure 8 outside; EMPRESS OF FIRE and LOUIE ZAMPERINI 

broke ok, POP POP'S DREAM broke very slowly, EMPRESS OF FIRE moved clear right away in 12.3, 24.3, 36.3, 

LOUIE ZAMPERINI in 13.0, 25.2, 37.3, POP POP'S DREAM hopelessly far back in 14.4, 27.0, 38.4, EMPRESS OF 

FIRE was not asked passing the 1/4 pole in 49.2, LOUIE ZAMPERINI up in 50.2, not impressive. POP POP'S DREAM 

was asked, moving much closer in 50.4, EMPRESS OF FIRE was up in midstretch in 102.2, a so-so work. POP POP'S 

DREAM was urged, up in 103.2, not good, the unraced three-year-old homebred Paynter filly needs to learn to break.

06/11/21 103.4 CFT HGSA Grade

POP POP'S DREAM (B-) working with PERFECTO AMOR (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

PERFECTO AMOR inside; The pair went off in 24.2, 36.4, POP POP'S DREAM was not asked, clearly best in 102.0, 

an ok work. PERFECTO AMOR was urged to keep up, second best, a so-so work

06/03/21 102.0 B-FT HSA Grade

POP POP'S DREAM did not impress in this long, slow six furlong work, opening 1/2 in 52.3, lightly asked in 118.2, we 

cant like this work

05/17/21 118.2 CFT HSA Grade

POP POP'S DREAM (C-) working with TEST DRIVE (C-) - This team came out of the gate together, TEST DRIVE 

inside of POP POP'S DREAM, who wore blinkers; TEST DRIVE broke so-so, POP POP'S DREAM stood in the gate 

to be off very slowly; TEST DRIVE led in 13.3, POP POP'S DREAM in 14.2, TEST DRIVE led in 26.1, 38.1, getting 

caught up with the separate working JUSTINIAN there, POP POP'S DREAM in 26.3, 38.2, both were asked while just 

behind JUSTINIAN passing the 1/4 pole, TEST DRIVE in 50.3, POP POP'S DREAM in 50.4, TEST DRIVE was hand 

ridden up in 103.4, galloping out well in front to the wire in 117.1, not good at all. POP POPS DREAM was hand 

ridden, lugging in badly while green just behind TEST DRIVE when up in 103.4, falling well back galloping out to the 

wire in 118.1, this one needs to learn to break.

05/09/21 51.0 C-FT HGSA Grade

BIG CLARE (B-) working with BUZZ OF NEW YORK (B-) - This team went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, crossing the wire in 48.0, lightly niggled down to the 7/8 pole in 100.3, a decent work for 

both

07/18/21 100.3 B-FT HDMR GradeBUZZ OF NEW YORK (IRE)

BUZZ OF NEW YORK was not asked in this half-mile training track spin, splits of 12.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4. 

going easily in the stretch, up in 50.0, an ok work for the six race Irish three-year-old maiden filly, who will make her 

debut as part of the "Ship and Win" program at Del Mar

07/12/21 50.0 B-FT HSA Grade

BUZZ OF NEW YORK (B-) working with MAJESTIC STEPS (B-) - This team went together over the training track, 

MAJESTIC STEPS wearing blinkers, starting a length in front; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3 for 

BUZZ OF NEW YORK, 24.4 for MAJESTIC STEPS, neither asked in the stretch, final times of 48.3 for BUZZ OF 

NEW YORK, 48.4 for MAJESTIC STEPS, decent for both,

06/14/21 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

RED DIAMOND went easily in this five furlong maintenance spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 38.0, not asked in 103.1, 

just a leg stretcher

07/09/21 103.3 MFT HSA GradeRED DIAMOND
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RED DIAMOND looked ok in this five furlong work, fractions of 24.1, 36.4, lightly urged in101.1, an ok work.

06/27/21 101.1 B-FT HSA GradeRED DIAMOND

RED DIAMOND went off from the 5/8 pole in this maintenance spin, passed by the Baffert team of AZUL COAST 

and MAGIC ON TAP, going off in 12.4, one back of them as they broke off from the 1/2 mile pole, never aske din 

102.2, just a leg stretcher

06/20/21 102.2 MFT HSA Grade

RED DIAMOND did not look as good as usual in this half-mile work, splits of 12.1, 24.2, lightly urged in 49.0, just ok 

this week for the normally good workhorse

06/12/21 48.3 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

RED DIAMOND went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening 1/4 in 24.4, not asked in 49.2, an ok move

05/13/21 49.2 B-FT HSA GradeRED DIAMOND

NORMA JEAN B. went decently in this half-mile move, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. not asked in 48.3, not a bad work

07/04/21 48.4 B-FT HSA GradeNORMA JEAN B.

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

NORMA JEAN B. (B-) working with TIZ A MASTER (C) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, opening 3/8 in 

36.4, NORMA JEAN B was hand ridden, pulling clear in 101.1, an ok work for the trial maiden, who comes in from 

Churchill Downs and may be seen before the meet closes. TIZ A MASTER was lightly urged, falling back in 102.0, not 

a good work.

06/12/21 101.1 B-FT HSA GradeNORMA JEAN B.

HIGH CON went off from the 1/2 mile pole, going off in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, he was making some noise 

in the stretch, not asked in 49.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, an ok work, but the noise is of concern

07/14/21 49.2 B-FT HDMR GradeHIGH CON

HIGH CON (B-) working with CLIFFSOFTHUNDER (C+) - This team were five furlongs over the training track, 

HIGH CON with Pyfer inside of CLIFFSOFTHUNDER, who had Gutierrez up; We picked them up at the 3/8 pole, 

HIGH CON was 3/4 length in front, they maintained their positions passing the 1/4 pole in 11.3, HIGH CON kicked 

away into the stretch, then remained well clear, lightly niggled in 37.0, a decent work. CLIFFSOFTHUNDER was hand 

ridden, no match in 37.2, a so-so drill. We are not sure how they broke off, so we cannot verify why they received the 

same Official time.

07/08/21 101.1 B-FT HSA Grade

COUNT OF AMAZONIA (B-) working with HIGH CON (B-) - This team went together over the training track, HIGH 

CON, with Pyfer up, starting four lengths in front of COUNT OF AMAZONIA, who had Gutierrez aboard; COUNT 

OF AMAZONIA was tapped a few times going to the pole, then made up ground to be 1 1/2 lengths back in 11.4, then 

1/2 length behind in 24.1, QUEEN OF AMAZONIA in 12.2, 24.4, they were nearly together passing the 1/4 pole, 

QUEEN OF AMAZONIA in 36.0, HIGH CON in 36.4, HIGH CON edged away in the stretch, finishing 1/2 length in 

front in 101.3, then galloping out far in front down to the 5/8 pole, a decent work. COUNT OF AMAZONIA failed to 

switch leads, 1/2 length back at the wire in 101.0, falling back on the gallop out, an ok work, we would like to see the 

Euro import change leads.

07/01/21 101.2 B-FT HSA Grade

HIGH CON threw his head going off from the 1/2 mile pole over the training track, splits of 12.1, 23.3, lightly niggled 

in the stretch, final time of 47.4, a decent work

06/11/21 47.4 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

ESTABLISHED (B-) working with HIGH CON (C ) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, ESTABLISHED 

inside; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, ESTABLISHED pulled three lengths clear, never asked in 

101.2, a decent work. HIGH CON was urged, no match in 102.0, not impressive.

05/22/21 102.0 CFT HSA GradeHIGH CON
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HIGH CON went off from the 1/2 mile pole, we had the final 3/8 of this work in 37.1, not asked, a decent work. We 

cannot verify the Official time.

05/15/21 50.0 B-FT HSA GradeHIGH CON

2nd Race 5½ Furlongs Dirt

TAKE ME FOR A SPIN went slower than given, but was never asked at all in this half-mile move, going off in 12.2, 

24.3, going easily in 48.3, a decent work.

07/17/21 48.0 B-FT HDMR GradeTAKE ME FOR A SPIN

TAKE ME FOR A SPIN (B-) working with MAN ON THE MOON (C+) - This team wore blinkers for their five 

furlong work, MAN ON THE MOON inside; The pair went off in 12.2, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, TAKE ME 

FOR A SPIN was waiting on his workmate, a neck in front at the wire in 102.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

116.1, easily best, an ok work. MAN ON THE MOON was urged and tapped along, finishing a neck back, asked along 

on the gallop out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.1, a so-so work for the Kentucky invader, who is here for the "Ship and 

Win" program, but appears modest

07/10/21 102.2 B-FT HSA Grade

TAKE ME FOR A SPIN went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 1/2 of this work, niggled in 49.0, final furlong in 

12.1, an ok work. We cannot verify the Official time

06/17/21 101.4 B-FT HSA Grade

TAKE ME FOR A SPIN went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening 1/4 in 25.1, urged along, finishing up on the wrong 

lead in 50.0, not overly impressive

06/10/21 50.0 C+FT HSA Grade

SATCHEL DE RITCHES pulled hard while very aggressive early in the five furlong drill, going off in 11.4, 23.2, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 35.0, he was urged in the stretch, losing his action and slowing late, final time of 59.3, not as 

good as it appears on paper, a so-so work

07/14/21 59.1 C+FT HDMR GradeSATCHEL DE RITCHES

SATCHEL DE RITCHES went easily in this five furlong spin, we had the final 1/2 of this work in 49.0, not asked, a 

decent work for the gelding, who needs a bit easier company to be effective

07/04/21 102.0 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SATCHEL DE RICHES went easily in this half-mile move, even splits of 24.3, final time of 49.1, an ok work

05/17/21 49.0 B-FT HSA GradeSATCHEL DE RITCHES

ACTIVE ACCOUNT (B-) working with OUTLAW (M) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, OUTLAW 

starting two lengths in front; ACTIVE ACCOUNT got even early in 24.3, 37.1, OUTLAW in 25.0, 37.3, ACTIVE 

ACCOUNT was not asked, in 102.3, an ok work. OUTLAW never seemed concerned with his company in 103.0, just a 

leg stretcher

07/04/21 103.0 MFT HSA GradeOUTLAW

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

OUTLAW wore blinkers for this half-mile maintenance spin, going off in 12.4. not asked in 50.0, just a leg stretcher 

the veteran gelding, who should be seen soon

06/06/21 50.0 MFT HSA GradeOUTLAW

OUTLAW was never asked a tall in this five furlong move, final time of 101.1, in hand to the wire, a decent work.

05/30/21 101.1 B-FT HSA Grade

OUTLAW went off from the 1/2 mile pole, we had the final 3/8 in 37.0, not asked, a decent move. We cannot verify 

the Official time.

05/02/21 49.4 B-FT HSA Grade
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

PRINCE RICKY went easily in this half-mile spin, opening 1/4 in 25.0, not asked in 49.3, a decent work.

06/27/21 49.3 B-FT HSA GradePRINCE RICKY

PRINCE RICKY looked fine in this early a.m. half-mile move, opening 1/4 in 23.4, lightly niggled in 47.4, a decent 

work.

06/19/21 47.4 B-FT HSA Grade

PRINCE RICKY worked early in the a.m., fractions of 12.3, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.2, lightly niggled late in 

102.0, an ok work

06/13/21 102.0 B-FT HSA Grade

PRINCE RICKY was urged along in his half-mile drill, final time of 49.1, a so-so work.

05/31/21 49.1 C+FT HSA Grade

3rd Race 6½ Furlongs Dirt

TEDDY'S BARINO (B), CUMBERLAND AVENUE (C+) and FOR LOVE NOT MONEY (C+) working together - 

This trio went together from the 5/8 pole, FOR LOVE NOT MONEY with T. Baze up inside of CUMBERLAND 

AVENUE with TEDDY'S BARINO starting five lengths back; The threesome maintained their positions in 11.3, 23.1, 

TEDDY'S BARINO moved closer to be three lengths back passing the 1/4 pole in 34.3, CUMBERLAND AVENUE 

and FOR LOVE AND MONEY in 35.1, TEDDY'S BARINO ran by and drew well clear in the stretch, up at the wire in 

a much faster than given 59.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 112.3, a good work. CUMBERLAND AVENUE 

got just in front of FOR LOVE NOT MONEY while left behind by the winner in 100.4, so-so for them. We do not 

know why the Official Clockers only separated them by two lengths when TEDDY'S started five lengths back and 

finished three lengths in front?

07/16/21 100.4 C+FT HDMR GradeFOR LOVE NOT MONEY

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOR LOVE NOT MONEY (B-) working with TEDDY'S BARINO (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, we picked them up at the 1/4 pole, FOR LOVE NOT MONEY inside; The par were not asked, final 1/4 in 24.0, a 

decent work for both. We cannot verify how they broke off or the Official times.

06/14/21 48.1 B-FT HSA GradeFOR LOVE NOT MONEY

FOR LOVE NOT MONEY (C+) working with TEDDY'S BARINO (C+) - This team came out of the gate together, 

TEDDY'S BARINO inside; The pair broke ok, but showed no zip in 13.0, 25.0, 37.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 49.3, never 

asked, but slowing in 102.4, hard to make much of this.

06/07/21 102.4 B-FT HGSA Grade

FOR LOVE NOT MONEY (B-) working with TEDDY'S BARINO (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

TEDDY'S BARINO inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 37.1, neither asked in 101.4, a decent move for both.

05/31/21 101.3 B-FT HSA Grade

FOR LOVE NOT MONEY (B-) working with GRANDCONCOURSE GUY (C+) - This team went together from the 

1/2 mile pole, FOR LOVE NOT MONEY, wearing blinkers, starting a length in front of GRANDCONCOURSE GUY, 

who had T. Baze up; The pair maintained their positions in 11.4, 24.0, FOR LOVE NOT MONEY was lightly urged, 

pulling four lengths clear crossing the wire in 48.1, GRANDCONCOURSE GUY was lightly tapped, falling back in 

48.4, up there, so-so at best. FOR LOVE NOT MONEY continued solo down to the 7/8 pole, hand ridden in 101.1, an 

ok work.

05/24/21 101.1 B-FT HSA Grade

SEA DREAMER went easily in this half-mile maintenance spin, never asked in 50.3, just a leg stretcher out of her 

runner-up debut try.

07/01/21 50.3 MFT HSA GradeSEA DREAMER
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAN AMONG MEN (B-) working with SEA DREAMER (B-) - This team came out of the gate together, SEA 

DREAMER inside; The pair broke well, SEA DREAMER 1/2 length in front in 12.2, 24.3, 36.3, SEA DREAMER was 

never asked, MAN AMONG MEN was very lightly niggled, together in 48.4, SEA DREAMER galloping out in front 

to the 1/8 pole in 102.0, SEA DREAMER, a bit best, decent for both. Not sure why the Official Clockers separated 

them?

06/11/21 48.1 B-FT HGSA GradeSEA DREAMER

SEA DREAMER (B) working with PAIGE ANNE (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, PAIGE ANNE 

wearing blinkers, starting two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 24.3, SEA DREAMER made up  

length passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, PAIGE ANNE in 36.3, SEA DREAMER was not asked, getting even in 100.3, a 

good work for the unraced three-year-old Into Mischief filly, who has ability. PAIGE ANNE was asked, receiving a 

whip in 101.0, an ok work.

06/05/21 100.3 BFT HSA Grade

SEA DREAMER went off from the 5/8 pole, she was rolling when we picked her up at the 3/8 pole, continuing to fly 

around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 11.2, lightly urged in the stretch, up at the wire in 35.0, galloping out down 

to the 7/8 pole in 49.2, a decent work. We cannot verify the official time.

05/30/21 59.3 B-FT HSA Grade

SEA DREAMER went much, much slower than given in her second five furlong work, crawling from the pole, 

fractions of 13.3, 26.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 38.3, not asked in the stretch, final time of 103.2, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 116.3, hard to make much of this, the $285K RNA Into Mischief filly seems a route type. We have no 

idea where the Official Clockers got this time from?

05/23/21 101.4 C+FT HSA Grade

SEA DREAMER was in hand throughout this half-mile move, final time of 48.0, never asked, a pretty decent work this 

week

05/09/21 48.0 B-FT HSA Grade

FEDERAL BUREAU (B-) working with SEA DREAMER (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, SEA 

DREAMER starting three lengths in front; FEDERAL BUREAU made up a length passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, SEA 

DREAMER in 24.3, they got even in the stretch, neither asked, final times of 49.0 for FEDERAL BUREAU, 49.3 for 

SEA DREAMER, decent for both

05/03/21 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade

ATOMIC DROP (B-) working with LIL TOWN SIS (B-) - This team came out of the gate together, ATOMIC DROP 

wearing blinkers, inside of LIL TOWN SIS, who had Pyfer up; ATOMIC DROP broke well, LIL TOWN SIS bobbled 

very badly for a few strides, then picked herself up to get clear early in 12.2 as ATOMIC DROP was grabbed in 12.4, 

LIL SISTER SIS was a length in front crossing the wire in 23.3, ATOMIC DROP in 23.4, they got together soon after 

in 35.2, passing the 3/4 pole in 47.0, both finishing up fairly well in 59.1, galloping out to the 1/2 mile pole in 112.2, 

decent for both.

07/18/21 59.3 B-FT HGDMR GradeLIL TOWN SIS

LIL TOWN SIS (B-) working with MIDNIGHT JOSTAR (B-) - This team went together int his early a.m. five furlong 

MIDNIGHT JOSTAR inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 35.3, neither asked, slowing a bit late in 100.4, but a 

decent work for both

07/12/21 100.3 B-FT HSA Grade

ATOMIC DROP (B), CANT STOP THIS MAN (B) and LIL TOWN SIS (B-) working together - This trio went 

together from the 1/2 mile pole, CANT STOP THIS MAN inside of ATOMIC DROP with LIL TOWN SIS starting 

three lengths back; The threesome maintained their positions passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, ATOMIC DROP and CANT 

STOP THIS MAN were not asked, remaining three lengths in front in 47.4, a good work for both. LIL TOWN SIS was 

lightly asked, unable to gain any ground, up in 47.4, ok, but third best. We are not sure why the Official Clockers gave 

LIL TOWN SIS a two length faster time?

07/05/21 47.4 B-FT HSA Grade
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SOCIALLY SMART (C+) working with WRONG TURN CUPID (C-) - This team went off fast and got very tired in 

this five furlong work, SOCIALLY SMART inside; The pair went off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.2, SOCIALLY 

SMART was urged, tiring in 101.0, just ok. WRONG TURN CUPID fell apart in 102.0, not good at all.

07/10/21 101.0 C+FT HSA GradeSOCIALLY SMART

STIRLING DRIVE (B-) working with SOCIALLY SMART (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

STIRLING DRIVE inside; The pair went off in 12.1, 23.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, STIRLING DRIVE was lightly 

asked, SOCIALLY SMART urged along, receiving a couple of whips late, final time of 100.3, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 115.1, decent for STIRLING DRIVE< just ok for SOCIALLY SMART, who was doing her best.

06/20/21 100.3 C+FT HSA Grade

SOCAILLY SMART (B-) working with SQUARE CAT (C+) - This team went together from the 3/8 pole, SOCIALLY 

SMART inside; The pair went off in 12.1, SOCIALLY SMART was going easily crossing the wire in 36.2, SQUARE 

CAT urged to keep up in 36.2, up there, a so-so work. SOCIALLY SMART continued solo down to the 7/8 pole in 

49.1, a decent work this week.

06/14/21 49.2 B-FT HSA Grade

ILLUMINATION (B) working with VELVET SLIPPERS (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, VELVET 

SLIPPERS, wearing blinkers, starting a length in front; ILLUMINATION was 1/2 length back full of run, able to go by 

her workmate early had the rider wanted, splits of 12.1, 24.1, ILLUMINATION got even around the far turn, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 36.1, VELVET SLIPPERS in 36.2, ILLUMINATION was lightly urged, pulling 2 1/2 lengths clear at 

the wire in 100.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 113.1, a good work. VELVET SLIPPERS was no match, falling 

back in 100.3, galloping out behind in 114.3, an ok work.

07/19/21 100.1 B-FT HDMR GradeVELVET SLIPPERS

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

VELVET SLIPPERS (B) working with VETOED (B) - This team came out of the gate together, VELVET SLIPPERS 

inside; The pair broke well, together in 12.2, 23.3, 35.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 47.1, neither asked in 59.3, a good work 

for both, who should be fairly close to debuting.

06/17/21 59.2 BFT HGSA GradeVELVET SLIPPERS

VELVET SLIPPERS (B) working with RANEEM (B-) - This team came out of the gate together, both wearing 

blinkers, RANEEM inside; The pair broke well, RANEEM asked early to stay together, splits of 12.1, 23.4, 35.1, 

VELVET SLIPPERS was not asked, getting a length in front passing the 1/4 pole in 47.1, RANEEM was urged, tapped 

once in 47.2, up there, an ok work. VELVET SLIPPERS continued solo, not asked in 100.1, a good work. RANEEM 

galloped out to the 1/8 pole in 101.2

06/07/21 100.0 BFT HGSA Grade

JUSTINIAN (B), VELVET SLIPPERS (B) and GRAND TIGER (C+) working together - This trio from different barns 

hooked in together, JUSTINIAN inside of VELVET SLIPPERS, who wore blinkers, going off from the 1/2 mile pole: 

The pair went off in 12.0, four lengths behind GRAND TIGER, who was well off the rail passing the 3/8 pole, they 

gained a length passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, GRAND TIGER in 12.1, JUSTINIAN and VELVET SLIPPERS were not 

asked much, pulling three lengths clear in 47.3, galloping out together down to the 7/8 pole in 100.2, a good work for 

both. GRAND TIGER was lightly asked, outrun in 37.1, a so-so work.

05/31/21 47.3 BFT HSA Grade

CURVETTE (B-) working with VELVET SLIPPERS (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

CURVETTE inside; The pair turned in even splits of 24.3 for a 49.1 final time, neither asked, decent for both.

05/22/21 49.2 B-FT HSA Grade

AMERICAN ADMIRAL (B-) working with VELVET SLIPPERS (B-) - This team came out of the gate together, not 

showing a lot of speed, fractions of 12.4, 24.3, picking it up quickly in 35.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 47.4, neither asked 

when up in 100.2, a decent work for both.

05/13/21 100.2 B-FT HGSA Grade
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VELVET SLIPPERS (B) working with TAIBA SPIRIT (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

NEEDMORE GUNS inside; The pair went off in 36.0, VELVET SLIPPERs was not asked at all, TAIBA SPIRIT 

lightly asked and tapped once, finishing together in 47.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.4, a good work for 

VELVET SLIPPERS, decent, but second best for the expensive TAIBA SPIRIT, who is a two-year-old working with 

an older filly.

05/05/21 47.4 BFT HSA GradeVELVET SLIPPERS

SHERILINDA (B-) working with BONBON (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8pole, BONBON inside; The 

pair passed the 1/4 pole in 37.0, SHERILINDA could have left her workmate had the rider wanted, a neck in front at 

the wire in 101.3, an ok work. BONBON was second best, just ok for the unraced three-year-old Candy Ride, who 

appears a maiden claimer.

07/09/21 101.3 C+FT HSA GradeBONBON

BONBON was doing her best in this solo half-mile gate work, breaking fine, fractions of 12.3, 24.0, 36.0, hard urged 

when up in 48.3, a so-so work

06/27/21 48.2 C+FT HGSA Grade

BONBON went off from the 5/8 pole, going off in 24.1, 36.4, urged along in 101.0, a so-so work.

06/20/21 101.0 C+FT HSA Grade

BONBON went slowly from the 5/8 pole, opening 3/8 in 38.1, not asked, but not looking good at all late in 104.0, hard 

to like this

06/13/21 104.0 CFT HSA Grade

PORTUGUESEPRINCESS (C+), BONBON (C) and CHOLLIMA (C-) - This trio from different barns hooked in 

together, PORTGESEPRINCESS inside of BONBON going off from the 5/8 pole, opening furlong in 12.3, they were 

outside of CHOLLIMA, who broke off from the 1/2 mile pole; PORTUGESEPRINCESS and BONBON pulled clear, 

PORTUGESEPRINCESS going easiest in 102.0, best of the three, but just ok. BONBON was urged to keep up, not 

impressive. CHOLLIMA was hard urged, falling back in 50.0, a poor drill.

06/06/21 102.0 CFT HSA Grade

SWEET MEG (C+) working with BONBON (C) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, SWEET MEG, wearing 

blinkers with T. Baze up inside of BONBON, who wore a Figure 8; The pair went off in 12.0, 24.0, 36.2, SWEET 

MEG edged clear in the stretch, then was best, not asked in 102.1, a so-so work. BONBON was urged to get back even 

in 102.1, second best, not impressive for the unraced Candy Ride filly

05/30/21 102.1 CFT HSA Grade

BUTKUS (B-) working with BONBON (C+) - This duo from different barns went together int his planned 1/2 mile 

work, BUTKUS inside of BONBON, who wore blinkers; The pair went off in 12.1, 24.0, BUTKUS cut the corner, 

BONBON had to go around a separate working Powell team that was moving slowly leaving the far turn, BUTKUS got 

clear, then waited on his workmate, who was late switching leads and lightly urged, finishing together with one of the 

Powell trainees in 48.2, decent for BUTKUS, so-so for BONOBN

05/23/21 48.2 C+FT HSA Grade

BONBON looked so-so in her third half-mile work, going off in 12.0, 24.1. lightly urged in 49.2, not overly impressive 

at this stage for the unraced three-year-old $150K Candy Ride filly.

05/16/21 49.2 C+FT HSA Grade

BONOBN (B-) working with CLASSY TIMES (C) - This duo of $150K unraced three-year-old fillies from different 

barns went together in this planned half-mile work, BONBON inside; The pair went off in 23.4, BONBON was not 

asked, pulling clear in 48.1, a decent work for the Candy Ride filly, who seems worth following. CLASSY TIMES was 

urged, falling back in 48.3, not impressive for the daughter of Constitution, who needs to do better.

05/10/21 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade

BONBON (C+) working with CLASSY TIMES (C+) - This duo from different barns went slowly together, CLASSY 

TIMES inside; The pair went slowly, fractions of 13.1, 26.1, crossing midstretch in 39.0, up at the wire in 52.0, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 106.0, hard to make anything of this

05/03/21 52.0 C+FT HSA Grade
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4th Race 1 Mile Turf

DICEY MO CHARA (B-) working with EAST RAND (B-) - This team went five furlongs together, they were close 

passing the 1/4 pole, neither asked, final 1/4 in 24.3, a decent work for both. We cannot verify the Official times.

07/04/21 101.3 B-FT HSA GradeDICEY MO CHARA (GB)

MAD CATTER (B-) working with DICEY MO CHARA (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, MO 

CATTER starting three lengths in front of DICEY MO CHARA, who had T. Baze up; DICEY MO CHARA made up a 

length early in 12.4, 25.1, MAD CATTER in 13.0, 25.2, MAD CATTER edged further clear in the stretch clear at the 

wire in 50.1, a decent work. DICEY MO CHARA was tapped once, falling back in 50.2, a so-so work

06/28/21 50.2 C+FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CAUSEIDIDITMYWAY (B-) working with DICEY MO CHARA (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, DICEY MO CHARA inside; The pair turned in even splits of 25.0 for a 50.0 final time, neither asked, an ok work 

for both

05/17/21 50.1 B-FT HSA GradeDICEY MO CHARA (GB)

LONE SCOUT went five furlongs over this quick surface, going off in 12.3, lightly urged in 101.2, just ok this week

07/15/21 101.3 C+FT HDMR GradeLONE SCOUT

HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR wore blinkers for this early a.m. five furlong work, splits of 12.1, 24.0, passing the 1/4 

pole in 36.0, not asked much in 100.1, a steady, decent work

07/18/21 100.1 B-FT HDMR GradeHOLLYWOODHELLRAISR

HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR (B-) working with READY SOUL (B-) - This team went together over the training track, 

READY SOUL starting a length in front; The rider on READY SOUL appeared to have problems with the saddle 

slipping breaking off as the horse pulled, the duo got together right away, 12.4 for HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR, 13.0 

for READY SOUL, who kicked 1 1/2 lengths back in front in 25.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, they chased a shorter 

working C. Dollase trainee in the stretch, READY SOUL not asked, finishing 1/2 length in front, a bit best at the wire 

in 102.0, a decent work. HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR did not seem to want to go by late in 101.4, an ok work.

07/11/21 101.3 B-FT HSA Grade

HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR wore blinkers for this half-mile maintenance spin over the training track, going off 

slowly in 13.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, not asked in the stretch, up in 50.2, just a leg stretcher

07/03/21 50.2 MFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GOLDINI (C+) working with HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR (C+) - This team went five furlongs together over the 

training track, both wearing blinkers, GOLDINI with Pyfer up starting a length in front of 

HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR, who had Gonzalez aboard; HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR was 1/2 length back in 12.4, 

GOLDINI in 13.0, they got together soon after, HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR in 24.4, 36.3, GOLDINI in 25.0, 36.4, 

they chased the separate working VANTASTIC in the stretch, GOLDINI niggled along, HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR 

hand ridden late, finsihing together, 101.3 for HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR, 101.4 for GOLDINI, just ok for both

06/05/21 101.3 C+FT HSA GradeHOLLYWOODHELLRAISR

HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR did not go anywhere near this fast in this five furlong maintenance spin over the training 

track with Pyfer up and blinkers on, going off in 13.0, 25.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.3, not asked, but slowing in 

103.4, just a leg stretcher. We are not sure where the Official Clockers got this time from?

05/29/21 102.3 MFT HSA Grade
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TRAINER PLEASE (B-) working with STORM THE BASTILLE (C) - This team went together over the training track, 

STORM THE BASTILLE starting a length in front; TRAINER PLEASE was a 1/2 length back in 12.1, they were 

together passing the 1/4 pole, TRAINER PLEASE in 23.4, STOMR THE BASTILLE in 24.0, TRAINER PLEASE 

took over leaving the turn, then opened up in the stretch, under a hold to the wire in 49.0, a decent work. STORM THE 

BASTILLE failed to switch leads, offering no resistance, 2 1/2 lengths back at the wire in 49.3, not impressive, the 

gelding has not looked good since being claimed.

07/10/21 48.4 B-FT HSA GradeTRAINER PLEASE

TRAINER PLEASE was not asked in this half-mile move, final time of 48.4, final furlong in 12.0, not bad at all

07/04/21 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade

OFFLEE NAUGHTY (C+) working with TULSA TORNADO (C+) - This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong 

work, TULSA TORNADO inside; The pair went off in 12.2, 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, both horses were asked 

along through the stretch, up in 100.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 113.1 just ok for both, who were made to 

do it.

07/16/21 100.1 C+FT HDMR GradeTULSA TORNADO

ROMBAUER (B-) working with TULSA TORNADO (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, both wearing 

Figure 8's, TULSA TORNADO wearing blinkers (new) inside; The pair went off in 13.0, 25.0, chasing a pair of Powell 

trainees (KAZAN and AVENUE DE FRANCE), moving a bit closer passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, both horses were 

fairly hard urged in the stretch, ROMBAUER pulling clear in 100.4, going around the Powell's on the gallop out down 

to the 7/8 pole in 114.2, an ok work, but not as good as usual. TULSA TORNADO was outrun late in 101.1, just ok for 

the once raced maiden, who may need a bit easier for his best.

07/09/21 101.2 C+FT HSA Grade

ROMBAUER (B) working with TULSA TORNADO (B-) -This team went together from the 5/8 pole, both wearing 

Figure 8's,  ROMBAUER inside; The pair went off in 24.2, going easily around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 

37.0, ROMBAUER was not asked, best of the duo in 101.0, final 1/4 in 24.0, a good work for the Preakness Stakes 

winner. TULSA TORNADO was urged to stay close, second best, an ok work.

07/02/21 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

TULSA TORNADO (B) working with OFFLEE NAUGHTY (C+) - This team of unraced three-year-olds came out of 

the gate together, both wearing Figure 8's, TULSA TORNADO inside; TULSA TORNADO broke well to open up at 

once in 12.3, 24.2, 35.4, OFFLEE NAUGHTY in 13.3, 25.3, 37.1, TULSA TORNADO was geared down, well clear in 

47.4, galloping out to midstretch in 101.0, a good work for the $40K Overanalyze colt, ho has run OFFLEE 

NAUGHTY was never close, lightly niggled in 49.1, a so-so work for the $4K son of Flashback. The Official Clockers 

flip flopped these on the original worksheet, TULSA TORNADO should have received the faster clocking

06/05/21 49.1 BFT HGSA GradeTULSA TORNADO

TULSA TORNADO (B-) working with BEIRUT BEAUTY (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, both 

wearing Figure 8's, BEIRUT BEAUTY inside; The pair went off in 23.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, TULSA 

TORNADO was not asked, best of the duo in 100.4, a decent work. BEIRUT BEAUTY was urged to keep up, second 

best, a so-so work

05/28/21 100.4 B-FT HSA Grade

TULSA TORNADO wore a Figure 8 for this half-mile comeback work, final time of 48.1, not asked at all through a 

12.3 final furlong, a decent work

05/21/21 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade

TULSA TORNADO wore a Figure 8 for this decent three furlong spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.1, never asked at all, 

reaching out to the wire in 36.4, a decent move

05/14/21 36.4 B-FT HSA Grade

JUST ABOUT ENOUGH went five furlongs over the training track, asked fairly hard late in 100.2, doing his best, just 

ok, not as good as it appears on paper

07/08/21 100.1 C+FT HSA GradeJUST ABOUT ENOUGH
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JUST ABOUT ENOUGH wore blinkers and had T. Baze aboard for this half-mile training track work, splits of 12.1, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, not asked hard, but tapped a few times, slowing in 50.2, a so-so work.

07/01/21 50.1 C+FT HSA GradeJUST ABOUT ENOUGH

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOWBEIT (B), BOLD ENDEAVOR (B-) and JUST ABOUT ENOUGH (C+) working together - This trio were spread 

out breaking off from the 1/2 mile pole, BOLD ENDEAVOR, wearing blinkers, starting nine lengths in front of 

HOWBEIT and 11 lengths in front of JUST ABOUT ENOUGH; BOLD ENDEAVOR remained well clear in 11.4, 

23.4, HOWBEIT in 11.4, 23.2, JUST ABOUT ENOUGH well back in 12.0, 23.3, HOWBEIT gained along the rail in 

the stretch, two lengths back crossing midstretch in 35.0, BOLD ENDEAVOR waiting on his workmate well off the rail 

in 36.2, JUST ABOUT ENOUGH tapped and asked in 35.3, HOWBEIT went by the final 1/16, 1 1/2 lengths in front at 

the wire in 47.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.1, a good work. BOLD ENDEAVOR was never asked, 

content to let his workmate go by in 49.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.1, an ok work. JUST ABOUT 

ENOUGH was outrun the final furlong, seven lengths back in 48.0, galloping out well back in 103.3, a so-so work first 

local work for the $85K unraced three-year-old Cal-bred Twirling Candy gelding, who will likely need another work or 

two to get fit.

06/11/21 47.4 C+FT HSA GradeJUST ABOUT ENOUGH

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

A. P. PHAROAH wore blinkers and a Figure 8 for this five furlong work, final time of 101.4, final 1/2 in 49.1, never 

asked, a decent work.

06/25/21 101.3 B-FT HSA GradeA. P. PHAROAH

ONCOMING was asked for his very best in this six furlong drill, going off from the 5 1/2 furlong marker, fractions of 

12.2, 24.3, 36.4, passing the 3/16 marker in 48.4, hard urged and whipped through the stretch, all-out to the wire in 

113.1, not as good as it appears on paper for the comebacker, who definitely move better over turf than the main track

07/19/21 112.4 C+FT HDMR GradeONCOMING

ONCOMING went six furlongs over the training track, splits of 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 49.1, urged, but showing 

some response in 113.2, final 1/4 in 24.1, made to do it, but certainly decent for a work this far

07/10/21 113.2 B-FT HSA Grade

ONCOMING (B-) working with COOL AS EVER (C+) - This duo from different barns hooked in together over the 

training track, ONCOMING breaking off from the 3/4 pole, fractions of 13.0, 25.3, 37.4, two lengths behind COOL AS 

EVER, who broke off two lengths in front along the outside at the 3/8 pole; ONCOMING ran by around the far turn, a 

length in front in 49.2, COOL AS EVER in 12.1, ONCOMING was hard urged and received a whip, still striding out at 

the wire to finish a neck up in 113.4, an ok work. COOL AS EVER was lightly niggled, a neck back at the wore in 

36.2, just ok

06/26/21 113.4 B-FT HSA Grade

ONCOMING went much, much slower than given in this six furlong training track work, going off in a high gallop 

from the pole, going off in 14.2, niggled a bit in 26.4, 38.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 50.2, lightly urged and tapped along 

the entire stretch, final time of 115.2, a so-so work at best. They could have conceivably given this one a five furlong 

work in 101.0, but the Official time is fiction

06/20/21 113.1 C+FT HSA Grade

ONCOMING went five furlongs over the training track, we had the final 1/4 of this work in a sharp 23.1, lightly urged 

but really responding, a good work. We cannot verify the Official time, but this was a vastly improved work.

06/10/21 101.2 BFT HSA Grade

ONCOMING went five furlongs over the training track, wearing blinkers, splits of 12.1, 24.2, 36.2, asked along in the 

stretch, tiring a bit in 101.3, a so-so work

06/02/21 101.2 C+FT HSA Grade

ONCOMING (C+) working with U. S. CEE GEE (C+) - This team wore blinkers for their half-mile training track work, 

U. S. CEE GEE with Pyfer aboard inside; The pair went off in 12.1, asked around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 

23.3, both horses urged in the stretch, up in 48.0, slower than given, a so-so work for both.

05/26/21 47.1 C+FT HSA Grade
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ONCOMING went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening 3/8 in 36.0, asked, nothing left at all in 50.3, final furlong in a 

stopping 14.3, we cant like this

05/20/21 50.3 CFT HSA GradeONCOMING

OFFLEE NAUGHTY (C+) working with TULSA TORNADO (C+) - This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong 

work, TULSA TORNADO inside; The pair went off in 12.2, 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, both horses were asked 

along through the stretch, up in 100.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 113.1 just ok for both, who were made to 

do it.

07/16/21 100.1 C+FT HDMR GradeOFFLEE NAUGHTY

OFFLEE NAUGHTY (B-) working with EXALTED JOY (C+) - This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong work, 

we picked them up at the 1/4pole EXALTED JOY Inside; OFFLEE NAUGHTY was best, not asked in 25.1, slowing a 

bit, an ok work. EXALTED JOY was urged to keep up, so-so at best. We cannot verify the Official times.

07/09/21 100.3 B-FT HSA Grade

UNCLE ADDOUMA (B) working with OFFLEE NAUGHTY (B-) - This team wore Figure 8's for their half-mile 

work, UNCLE ADDOUMA inside; The pair crossed midstretch in 36.2, UNCLE ADDOUMA was going easily, best of 

the duo in 48.2, final furlong in 12.0, a good work. OFFLEE NAUGHTY was lightly asked, second best, ok for him.

07/02/21 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SHOW TIME (B) working with OFFLEE NAUGHTY (B-) - This duo from different barns came out of the gate 

together, OFFLEE NAUGHTY wearing a Figure 8 inside; The pair broke well, showing run in 12.2, OFFLEE 

NAUGHTY urged along in 23.4, 35.1, SHOW TIME was lightly asked, OFFLEE NAUGHTY urged, together in 47.2, 

a few ticks slower than given, OFFLEE NAUGHTY galloping out in front to the 1/8 pole in 100.4, SHOW TIME in 

101.2, a good work for SHOW TIME, a homebred $75K RNA two-year-old Into Mischief colt, who appeared best 

outworking an older horse and is a must follow. OFFLEE NAUGHTY was second best, but decent and improved over 

his previous works, the $4K son of Flashback should fit with maiden claimers.

06/12/21 46.4 B-FT HGSA GradeOFFLEE NAUGHTY

TULSA TORNADO (B) working with OFFLEE NAUGHTY (C+) - This team of unraced three-year-olds came out of 

the gate together, both wearing Figure 8's, TULSA TORNADO inside; TULSA TORNADO broke well to open up at 

once in 12.3, 24.2, 35.4, OFFLEE NAUGHTY in 13.3, 25.3, 37.1, TULSA TORNADO was geared down, well clear in 

47.4, galloping out to midstretch in 101.0, a good work for the $40K Overanalyze colt, ho has run OFFLEE 

NAUGHTY was never close, lightly niggled in 49.1, a so-so work for the $4K son of Flashback. The Official Clockers 

flip flopped these on the original worksheet, TULSA TORNADO should have received the faster clocking

06/05/21 48.0 C+FT HGSA Grade

OFFLEE NAUGHTY (C ) working with EXALTED JOY (C-) - This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong work, 

OFFLEE NAUGHTY inside of EXALTED JOY< who wore blinkers; OFFLEE NAUGHTY was lightly asked, 

EXALTED JOY was hard urged, both slowing badly in 103.2,  unimpressive for OFFLEE NAUGHTY, terrible for 

EXALTED JOY.

05/22/21 103.2 CFT HSA Grade

THRILLING (B-) working with OFFLEE NAUGHTY (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, both wearing 

Figure 8's, THRILLING inside; The pair went off in 24.2, 36.0, THRILLING appeared to be going easier late, final 

time of 100.1, OFFLEE NAUGHTY lightly asked to keep up, decent for THRILLING, just ok for OFFLEE 

NAUGHTY.

05/15/21 100.1 C+FT HSA Grade

THRILLING (B) working with OFFLEE NAUGHTY (B-) - This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong work, 

THRILLING inside; The pair went off in 12.0, THRILLING edged away in 23.4, 35.4, OFFLEE NAUGHTY in 24.0, 1 

1/2 lengths back in 36.1, THRILLING was not asked in the stretch, appearing best in 100.2, galloping out in front down 

to the 7/8 pole in 113.2, a good work for sure for the Flashback colt. OFFLEE NAUGHTY was lightly asked to get 

close again in 100.2, then fell back on the gallop out in 114.1, an ok for the Uncle Mo filly.

05/08/21 100.2 B-FT HSA Grade
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MOART (C+) working with OFFLEE NAUGHTY (C+) - This team wore Figure 8's going off from the 1/2 mile pole, 

OFFLEE NAUGHTY inside; The pair went off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, crossing midstretch in 37.2, not 

asked much to the wire, both appearing up there in 49.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.3, neither doing a 

whole lot, but not asked to. We don’t know why MOART got a 5/8 time and OFFLEE NAIGHTY a half-mile 

clocking??

05/01/21 49.2 C+FT HSA GradeOFFLEE NAUGHTY

5th Race 1 Mile Dirt

SHACKEY'S LOVE never should have received an Official time for this high gallop, we had the final 3/8, passing the 

1/4 pole in 14.4, not asked to the wire in 45.0 (for the final 3 furlongs!!!). The maiden claimer probably went close to 

1.00 for his half-mile work

07/13/21 53.4 MFT HDMR GradeSHACKEY'S LOVE

REVISIONIST worked early in the a.m., we had the final 1/4 of this work in a slowing 25.4, urged to do it, not 

impressive at all for the maiden claimer. We cannot verify the Official time

07/09/21 102.0 CFT HSA GradeREVISIONIST

SALAH went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.1, hand ridden the final 1/16 in 102.2, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 115.2, just ok for the gray

07/19/21 102.2 C+FT HDMR GradeSALAH

SALAH went five furlongs over the training track, we had the final 1/2 of this work, going off in 11.4, passing the 1/4 

pole in 23.3, hard ridden the final furlong, catching a whip in 48.4, just ok. We doubt he went this fast

07/11/21 100.2 C+FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SALAH went five furlongs over the training track, splits of 12.3, 37.4, not asked in 101.0, an ok work, better than usual

06/20/21 101.0 B-FT HSA GradeSALAH

SALAH went a half-mile over the training track, fractions of 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, hand ridden in the 

stretch, up in 49.0, a so-so work for the gray.

06/13/21 48.4 C+FT HSA Grade

THE BOSS HARTY (C+) working with SALAH (C) - This team went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole, THE BOSS 

HARTY inside; The pair showed more speed in 12.1, 23.4, crossing midstretch in 35.4, both urged to the wire, THE 

BOSS HARTY getting a length in front in 48.2, SALAH in 48.3, both were asked fairly hard down to the 7/8 pole, 

101.2 for THE BOSS HARTY, a so-so work, 101.3 for SALAH, not impressive at all.

06/03/21 101.3 CFT HSA Grade

SALAH (B-) working with THE BOSS HARTY (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, THE BOSS 

HARTY inside; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, SALAH was not asked much, best of the duo in 

48.0, better than usual, an ok work. THE BOSS HARTY was urged to keep up, so-so for his low percentage namesake

05/27/21 48.0 B-FT HSA Grade

INVESTMENT ACCOUNT (C+) working with MOGOLLON RIM (C+) - This team went together in their five 

furlong work, INVESTMENT ACCOUNT starting two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.1, 

MONGOLLON RIM was lightly urged to get even in 100.2, just ok. INVESTMENT ACCOUNT was also lightly 

asked in 100.4, just ok as well.

07/17/21 101.0 C+FT HDMR GradeINVESTMENT ACCOUNT

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

INESPERADO went fairly easily in this five furlong move, fractions of 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, lightly 

niggled in 101.3, an ok work

06/12/21 101.3 B-FT HSA GradeINESPERADO
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INESPERADO went off from the 5/8 pole, opening 3/8 in 37.1, not asked, but slowing a bit late in 102.1, a so-so work

06/05/21 102.1 C+FT HSA GradeINESPERADO

INESPERADO went off from the 5/8 pole, opening 3/8 in 36.1, urged along in101.4, a so-so work

05/27/21 101.4 C+FT HSA Grade

INESPERADO went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 23.2, 36.1, not asked in 101.0, an ok work

05/17/21 101.1 B-FT HSA Grade

INESPERADO went off from the 1/2 mile pole, we picked him up at the 1/4 pole, crossing midstretch in 12.0, not 

asked much in 24.2, an ok work. We cannot verify the Official time.

05/10/21 50.0 B-FT HSA Grade

INESPERADO looked so-so in this half-mile work, opening 1/4 in 24.0, tiring late in 48.4, not asked, but not overly 

impressive.

05/03/21 48.2 C+FT HSA Grade

HEIR (B-) working with EAST RAND (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole over a main track that was 

playing quick, HEIR starting one length in front with Maldonado up; The pair maintained their positions in 12.4, HEIR 

was 1/2 length in front in 24.4, they were even passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2 for EAST RAND, 36.3 for HEIR, who was 

lightly asked, pulling well clear of 101.1, a decent work. EAST RAND was hand ridden, finishing 2 1/2 lengths back in 

101.2, faster than given, but just ok. We are not sure why the Official Clockers separated them so far.

07/15/21 101.1 B-FT HDMR GradeHEIR (FR)

HEIR (B-) working with MISS FLAWLESS (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, HEIR starting the 

work seven lengths in front; MISS FLAWLESS made up ground passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, HEIR in 24.3, MISS 

FLAWLESS was lightly urged, finishing a length behind in 48.0, making up ground late, a decent work HEIR was not 

asked, finsihing a length up in 49.1, not bad as well.

07/08/21 49.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

FLASHIEST (B-) working with HEIR (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, HEIR starting a length in 

front; the pair were together passing the 1/4 pole in 38.2, for FLASHIEST, 38.3 for HEIR, LASHIEST was going easily 

late, best of the duo in 102.4, a decent move. HEIR was lightly asked in 103.0, a bit second best, just ok

06/09/21 103.0 C+FT HSA GradeHEIR (FR)

HEIR (B-) working with ELLERSLIE LACE (C+) - This team went together form the 5/8 pole, HEIR starting 1 1/2 

lengths in front; the pair maintained their positions through fractions of 11.4, 23.2, HEIR was lightly urged around the 

far turn to stay 1 1/2 lengths in front passing the 1/4 pole in 35.2, HEIR was still lightly urged and opened up in the 

stretch, four lengths in front passing midstretch, the rider took a hold and absolutely waited on his workmate, up well 

before the wire to finish 1 1/2 lengths in front in 101.0, much best, a decent work for the unraced four-year-old Pedro 

the Great gelding, who can run some and should rate a look debuting on the grass. ELLERSLIE LACE was hard urged 

to get within 1 1/2 lengths again at the wire in 101.0, definitely second best and so-so at best for the grass filly, who 

doesn’t seem to like dirt very much

06/02/21 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

HEIR (C+) working with SIGNOFTHECROSS (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, SIGNOFTHECROSS 

starting a length in front; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole, 38.3 for HEIR, 38.4 for SIGNOFTHECROSS, 

neither were asked in the stretch, but neither doing much, final times of 103.4 for HEIR, 104.0 for 

SIGNOFTHECROSS, hard to make anything of this

05/13/21 103.4 C+FT HSA Grade

HEIR went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole, going off in 26.2, crossing the wire in 51.3, lightly urged down to the 

7/8 pole in 104.3, not impressive

05/06/21 104.1 CFT HSA Grade
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6th Race 1 Mile Turf

MEMO DADDY always looks good in the a.m. and did so again here, opening 1/4 in 24.3, lightly urged in 100.4, 

galloping out strongly down to the 7/8 pole in 113.2, a good work

07/17/21 101.0 BFT HDMR GradeMEMO DADDY (CHI)

MEMO DADDY wore a Figure 8 for this five furlong maintenance spin, going off in 25.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.4, 

not asked at all in 102.4, just a leg stretcher

07/10/21 102.4 MFT HSA Grade

MEMO DADDY wore a Figure 8 for this five furlong work, fractions of 12.0, 23.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4, 

slowing in the stretch, tapped once at the wire, up in 101.0, galloping out slowly in 115.1, just ok this week.

07/03/21 101.0 C+FT HSA Grade

GOLIAD (B-) working with PIZZAZZ (C+) - This team of War Front progeny went six furlongs from the 5/8 pole over 

this souped up main track, GOLIAD inside; GOLIAD edged a length clear in 12.0, 23.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.0, 

PIZZAZZ one length back in 12.1, 23.3, 35.1, both horses were asked through the stretch, GOLIAD a length up 

crossing the wire in 59.2, PIZZAZZ hard urged and receiving a whip in 59.3, they continued down to the 7/8 pole, both 

horses tiring, GOLIAD remaining a little more than a length in front in 112.3, PIZZAZZ in 112.4, a decent work for 

GOLIAD, who has been gelded since his last start, just ok for PIZZAZZ who was pretty tired

07/15/21 112.3 B-FT HDMR GradeGOLIAD

GOLIAD (B-) working with PEACHTREE LANE (B-) - This team went five furlongs together, PEACHTREE LANE 

inside; The par went off in 24.1, neither asked in 101.1, an ok work for both. GOLIAD has been gelded since his last 

start.

07/09/21 101.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GOLIAD went off from the 5/8 pole, fractions of 12.1, 24.1, 36.2, not asked in 100.4, a steady, decent move

05/30/21 100.4 B-FT HSA GradeGOLIAD

ROYAL SHIP (B) working with GOLIAD (C+)- This team went together from the 5/8 pole, ROYAL SHIP inside; The 

pair went off in 12.1, 23.3, GOLIAD was 1/2 length in front passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, GOLIAD was tapped into the 

stretch as ROYAL SHIP got in front, edging well clear to the wire in 59.4, GOLIAD lightly asked, failing to switch 

leads, three lengths behind in 100.2, up there, just ok for the son of War Front. ROYAL SHIP continued solo down to 

the 7/8 pole, hand ridden in 112.2, a solid work.

05/13/21 100.1 C+FT HSA Grade

UNCLE ADDOUMA (B) working with CHARGEITTOTHEGAME (C+) - This team wore Figure 8's for their five 

furlong work, UNCLE ADDOUMA inside; The pair went off in 24.3, CHARGEITTOTHEGAME was already being 

niggled along around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, UNCLE ADDOUMA was never asked a drop, pulling 

three lengths clear in 100.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 114.0, a good work. CHARGEITTOTHEGAME was 

hand ridden, falling back in 101.2, a so-so work. The Official Clockers flip flopped these two, UNCLE ADDOUMA 

should have received the faster time.

07/16/21 101.4 BFT HDMR GradeUNCLE ADDOUMA

STELLAR SOUND (B) working with UNCLE ADDOUMA (B) - This team wore Figure 8's for this good five furlong 

work, STELLAR SOUND inside; The pair went off in 35.1, neither asked in 59.2, a good work on both ends.

07/09/21 59.2 BFT HSA Grade

UNCLE ADDOUMA (B) working with OFFLEE NAUGHTY (B-) - This team wore Figure 8's for their half-mile 

work, UNCLE ADDOUMA inside; The pair crossed midstretch in 36.2, UNCLE ADDOUMA was going easily, best of 

the duo in 48.2, final furlong in 12.0, a good work. OFFLEE NAUGHTY was lightly asked, second best, ok for him.

07/02/21 48.2 BFT HSA Grade
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

UNCLE ADDOUMA wore a Figure 8 for this five furlong work, fractions of 12.0, 23.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, 

hand ridden the final part, up at the wire in 59.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 112.4, a decent work for the 

turfer.

06/12/21 59.3 B-FT HSA GradeUNCLE ADDOUMA

UNCLE ADDOUMA wore a Figure 8 for this good half-mile move, opening 1/4 in 24.1. under a hold to the wire in 

48.1, a good work for the grass Uncle Mo three-year-old, who may stretchout next time.

06/04/21 48.1 BFT HSA Grade

UNCLE ADDOUMA wore a Figure 8 for this half-mile move, going off in 11.4, moving quickly around the far turn, 

lightly tapped passing the 1/4 pole in 23.1, lightly tapped crossing midstretch in 35.1, niggled to the wire in 47.1, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.4, certainly decent

05/23/21 47.1 B-FT HSA Grade

AVIGALE had T. Baze up for this extra easy five furlong training track move, going off in 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 

pole in 36.2, never asked a drop, Baze up in the saddle to the wire in 101.2, a decent work for sure

07/08/21 101.2 B-FT HSA GradeAVIGALE (IRE)

AVIGALE went very easily with T. Baze aboard over the training track, splits of 12.2, 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 

36.1, not asked at all in 101.0, a decent work.

07/01/21 100.4 B-FT HSA Grade

AVIGALE was not asked in this half-mile maintenance spin with T. Baze aboard, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4. going 

easily in 50.1, just a leg stretcher

06/17/21 50.1 MFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

AVIGALE went easily in this three furlong maintenance spin, never asked in 38.2, just a leg stretcher. He has been 

gelded since his last start and should be soon.

05/27/21 38.2 MFT HSA GradeAVIGALE (IRE)

AVIGALE went extra easily in this five furlong move with T. Baze aboard, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, not asked at all 

in 101.4, a decent work.

05/20/21 101.4 B-FT HSA Grade

AVIGALE had T. Baze up for this five furlong maintenance spin, seven lengths behind MOUNTAIN SPIRIT, never 

getting close to that one as T. Baze let her do everything on his own, up in 101.2, just a leg stretcher

05/13/21 101.2 MFT HSA Grade

AVILGALE (B-) working wit MOUNTAIN SPIRIT (C+) - This team went together from the 3/4 pole, MOUNTAIN 

SPIRIT starting four lengths in front of AVIGALE, who had T. Baze aboard; AVILGALE made up steady ground in 

24.1, 36.2, 48.4, MOUNTAIN SPIRIT in 24.2, 36.3, 49.1, AVIGALE came through inside in the stretch, not asked, 

getting even in 114.0, a decent work. MOUNTAIN SPIRIT was lightly niggled, caught in 114.4, just ok for the gray.

05/06/21 114.0 B-FT HSA Grade

EXULTATION went easily in this maintenance spin over the training track, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3. not asked in 

50.4, just a leg stretcher

06/28/21 50.4 MFT HSA GradeEXULTATION

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

EXULTATION went off from the 1/2 mile pole, wearing blinkers, splits of 12.3, 24.3, not asked in 48.4, a decent work 

for the grass sprinter, who should be seen again before the meet ends.

06/07/21 48.4 B-FT HSA GradeEXULTATION

EVENING SUN looked tons better here than he did at Santa Anita, going off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening furlong in 

11.4, lightly niggled the final few yards, but full of run and switching leads this time, final clocking of 46.4, a vastly 

improved, good work

07/16/21 46.4 BFT HDMR GradeEVENING SUN (GB)
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EVENING SUN went a half-mile over the training track, taking a ong run to the pole, going off in 12.0, getting out 

while hard to ride around the far turn, tapped to try and stay in passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2, sowing a bit in the stretch, 

up in 48.1, just ok as this one is lways a tough ride

07/07/21 47.4 C+FT HSA GradeEVENING SUN (GB)

EVENING SUN did not impress once again, going off in 36.4, lightly urged, failing to switch lead sin 101.2, a so-so 

work again this week.

06/23/21 101.1 C+FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

EVENING SUN went off from the 5/8 pole, opening 3/8 in 37.2, lightly urged, but once again failing to switch leads, 

final time of 101.3, just ok this week.

05/27/21 101.3 C+FT HSA GradeEVENING SUN (GB)

EVENING SUN went off from the 5/8 pole, going off in 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, failing to switch leads in the 

stretch, up at the wire in 101.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 115.0, just ok, we would like to see the Euro 

import switch leads.

05/20/21 101.1 C+FT HSA Grade

EVENING SUN went off from the 5/8 pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, not asked, but finishing up on the wrong lead 

in 101.2, just ok as we would like to this one switch leads

05/13/21 101.2 C+FT HSA Grade

EVENING SUN went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 24.0, 36.1, lightly asked, finishing on the wrong lead in 100.3, just 

ok.

05/06/21 100.2 C+FT HSA Grade

PERFECT ICE STORM (B-) working with SOUTHERN HORSE (B-) - This team went together in their half-mile 

work, going off in 12.3, 25.0, both were lightly asked the final strides finishing well in 48.3, final 1/4 in 23.3. decent for 

both.

07/16/21 48.3 B-FT HDMR GradeSOUTHERN HORSE (ARG)

SEA TO SUCCESS (C+) working with SOUTHERN HORSE (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, SEA 

TO SUCCESS inside; The pair went off in 23.4, 36.0, crossing midstretch in 48.0, both were urged, tiring the final 

furlong in 101.0, just ok for both

07/08/21 101.0 C+FT HSA Grade

SOUTHERN HORSE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, crossing midstretch 

in 36.4, not asked in 49.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.4, an ok work

07/01/21 49.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

OVER ATTRACTED (B-) working with SOUTHERN HORSE (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

OVER ATTRACTED inside, wearing blinkers (new). The pair went off in 23.3, 36.0, neither asked in 100.2, a decent 

work for both.

06/11/21 100.2 B-FT HSA GradeSOUTHERN HORSE (ARG)

SOUTHERN HORSE (C+) working with EMPRESS OF FIRE (C-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

SOUTHERN HORSE inside; The pair went off in 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, SOUTHERN HORSE was 

ridden along in the stretch, pulling four lengths clear in 102.0, much best, but so-so. EMPRESS OF FIRE was urged, no 

match in 102.4, not good at all like almost every horse by this sire

06/04/21 102.0 C+FT HSA Grade

EMPRESS OF FIRE (B-) working with SOUTHERN HORSE (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

EMPRESS OF FIRE inside; The pair went off in 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, neither asked, SOUTHERN 

HORSE just in front at the wire in 101.4, ok for both

05/28/21 101.4 B-FT HSA Grade
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FIGHT ON (B-) working with SOUTHERN HORSE (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

SOUTHERN HORSE wearing blinkers inside; The pair went off in 12.0, 24.0, 36.1, neither asked in 48.2, galloping 

out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, a decent work for both

05/21/21 48.2 B-FT HSA GradeSOUTHERN HORSE (ARG)

GOING GLOBAL (B-) working with OTTAWA FIRE (B-) - This team went five furlongs over the Del Mar sod with 

the dogs up, OTTAWA FIRE starting a length in front of GOING GLOBAL, who had Ricky Gonzalez aboard; The pair 

maintained their positions through leisurely 13.1, 26.2, 39.1 fractions, GOING GLOBAL was never asked, getting a 

neck in front at the wire in 104.3, best of the duo, a decent work. OTTAWA FIRE was not asked, second best in 104.4, 

an ok work

07/18/21 104.3 B-FM H DMR GradeOTTAWA FIRE (IRE)

OTTAWA FIRE (B-) working with PRINCE ABAMA (B-) - This team of Euro imports went together over the training 

track, PRINCE ABAMA inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 25.1, neither asked in 50.1, decent for bot, who should 

be seen at Del Mar.

07/05/21 50.0 B-FT HSA Grade

OTTAWA FIRE (B) working with PRINCE ABAMA (B-) - This team of Euros went three furlongs over the training 

track, OTTAWA FIRE starting a length in front; the pair maintained their positions in 12.2, OTTAWA FIRE was going 

extra easily late, a neck in front at the wire in 37.1, receiving the slower time, but appearing best, a good work for the 

four-year-old Euro invader, who seems well worth following. PRINCE ABAMA could not get by, a bit second best, a 

decent work for the once raced three-year-old who should be seen at Del Mar.

06/28/21 37.0 BFT HSA Grade

DOMINANT SOUL appeared a bit washy in this five furlong Del Mar turf work with the dogs up, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 38.1, lightly niggled late then tapped once near the wire in 103.3, not overly impressive on the comeback trail.

07/13/21 103.4 C+FM H DMR GradeDOMINANT SOUL

VANTASTIC wore blinkers for this easy half-mile maintenance move, not asked in 49.4, just a leg stretcher

07/19/21 49.4 MFT HDMR GradeVANTASTIC

CHERUBIC FACTOR (B+) working with VANTASTIC (B) - This team went together over the training track, 

CHERUBIC FACTOR,  not wearing his usual blinkers, starting four lengths in front of VANTASTIC, who was 

wearing blinkers; VANTASTIC made up ground as he was rolling early in 11.0, 22.3, CHERUBIC FACTOR in 11.2, 

23.0, VANTASTIC came through inside to get even in the stretch, CHERUBIC FACTOR was very lightly niggled, 

pulling a length in front again, receiving the slower time of 47.2, then opening up while still lightly niggled and 

appearing full of run down to the 5/8 pole in 59.4, a really good work for the three-year-old, who has been gelded since 

his last start and  seems ready to fire a huge shot, tab for a very big effort. VANTASTIC was urged the final furlong, 

dropping a length back in 46.4, then falling far back on the gallop out down to the 5/8 pole in 100.0, a good work, but 

second best to his workmate.

07/12/21 46.1 BFT HSA Grade

VANTASTIC finished well over the training track in this half-mile move, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, not asked in 

49.3, not a bad spin

07/05/21 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade

VANTASTIC looked ok here, going off in 12.2, lightly niggled in49.2, an ok work

06/28/21 49.2 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

VANTASTIC went five furlongs over the training track, going off in 25.1, 37.1, not asked, keeping clear of the 

separate working D'Amato team of GOLDINI and HOLLYWOODHELLRAISR in 102.1, then asked along down to the 

5/8 pole in 114.4, a decent work.

06/05/21 102.0 B-FT HSA GradeVANTASTIC
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VANTASTIC went five furlongs over the training track with Hannah Leahey riding very short in the irons, pulling 

early in 12.4, 25.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, lightly niggled to the wire in 101.0, then hand ridden to continue down 

to the 5/8 pole in 113.3, an ok work.

05/29/21 100.3 B-FT HSA GradeVANTASTIC

VANTASTIC went easily over the training track, final time of 48.1, a decent move

05/22/21 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade

VANTASTIC went easily over the training track, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.0, not asked in the stretch, up in 36.0, a 

decent spin

05/08/21 35.4 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

AMERICAN DANCER (B-) working with PAPALE (B-) - This team went together in this five furlong work, 

PAPALE, wearing blinkers, starting three lengths in front; AMERICANDANCER caught his workmate in the stretch, 

not asked in 100.3, a decent work. PAPALE was not asked in 101.1, ok as well.

06/26/21 100.3 B-FT HSA GradeAMERICAN DANCER

AMERICAN DANCER went very easily in this half-mile spin, splits of 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, the rider 

straight up in the saddle, crossing midstretch in 36.4, not asked to the wire in 49.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole 

in 102.4, a decent work.

06/19/21 49.2 B-FT HSA Grade

7th Race 5½ Furlongs Dirt

MIRASOL (B+) working with BENEDICT CANYON (C+) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate 

together, both breaking well, showing speed in 23.0, 34.1, MIRASOL opened up in 46.2, BENEDICT CANYON being 

ridden in 47.0, MIRASOL was well clear in 59.2, BENEDICT CANYON ridden along, well beaten in 100.4, much 

slower than given, up there, a so-so work. MIRASOL continued solo in 112.3, a very good work

07/18/21 112.4 B+FT HGDMR GradeMIRASOL

MIDNIGHT MAMMOTH (B-) working with MIRASOL (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of the 

gate together, MIDNIGHT MAMMOTH, wearing blinkers, inside; MIDNIGHT MAMMOTH popped the gate to lead 

early, 1/2 length in front in 12.3, 24.2, inching away between calls then 1/2 length up again in 36.0, they were together 

passing the 1/4 pole in 48.1, MIDNIGHT MAMMOTH was not asked, MIRASOL lightly niggled when up in 100.3, ok 

for both. MIDNIGHT MAMMOTH is a $70K Midnight Lute gelding, MIRASOL a homebred Arrogate filly, both 

should be fairly close to debuting

07/09/21 100.2 B-FT HGSA Grade

MIRASOL (B) working with PORTSMOUTH (B) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate together, 

PORTSMOUTH wearing blinkers inside; MIRASOL broke very well to lead early, then the duo got even, splits of 

12.2, 23.4, 35.1, together when up in 47.3, galloping out to midstretch in1 01.4, a good work for both. PORTSMOUTH 

is a $150K Twirling Candy colt, MIRASOL is an homebred Arrogate filly, this was her first work over the track, she 

appears a nice sort.

07/01/21 47.3 BFT HGSA Grade

DRINK THE WIND (B+), BICAMERAL (B-) and BIG SWEDE (C+) working together - This trio of unraced two-year-

olds from different barns came out of the gate together, BICAMERAL  had Gutierrez up, DRINK THE WIND wore a 

Figure 8 and was washed out, but showed exceptional speed to lead at once, clear in 22.2, 34.1, BICAMERAL chasing 

in 22.4, 34.4, BIG SWEDE asked but unable to keep up early in 23.1, 35.3, DRINK THE WIND was lightly urged, well 

clear when up in 46.1, a very sharp work for the More than Ready homebred colt, who looks extremely fast, tab for 

sure. BICAMERAL was lightly asked, no match for DRINK THE WIND in 47.2, still a decent work for the $120K 

RNA Constitution filly, who seems a talented sort. BIG SWEDE was lightly asked, third best in 48.1, a so-so work as 

the $5K Mr. Big colt was badly overmatched by his workmates.

07/19/21 47.2 B-FT HGDMR GradeBICAMERAL
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BRIMAGE (C+) working with POP POP'S DREAM (C+) - This team went together in their slow half-mile work, 

BRIMAGE starting two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.4, 25.3, POP POP'S DREAM got 

even in the stretch, both lightly niggled, final times of 51.2 for POP POP'S DREAM, 51.4 for BRIMAGE, neither doing 

a whole lot here.

07/16/21 51.4 C+FT HDMR GradeBRIMAGE

BRIMAGE (B-) working with RUN LIKE KONA (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, RUN LIKE 

KONA, wearing blinkers inside; The pair went off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, BRIMAGE appeared to be a bit 

best to the wire in 49.3, mostly up there, RUN LIKE KONA was lightly urged while slowing down to the 7/8 pole in 

103.0, just ok. BRIMAGE galloped out on nearly even terms, a decent work for the one raced two-year-old filliy, who 

was claimed off a runner-up try in her debut at Churchill Downs and should fit well vs. similar as part of the "Ship and 

Win" program

07/07/21 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade

HONOR IT (B-) working with SHOW TIME (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went together from the 1/2 mile 

pole, SHOW TIME inside; We picked the duo up nearing the 3/8 pole, HONOR IT getting out a few lanes under a big 

hold around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 11.4, SHOW TIME came several lanes off the rail in the stretch, 

HONOR IT still under a tight hold, up at the wire together in 36.0, HONOR IT again appearing to be getting out on the 

gallop out down to the 7/8 pole in 49.2, decent for both. HONOR IT had impressed a lot in her previous works, this is 

the first time we have seen her getting out like this.

07/19/21 47.2 B-FT HDMR GradeHONOR IT

HONOR IT (B-) working with PETRUCHIO (B-) - This team went a half-mile from the 3/8 pole, PETRUCHIO inside; 

HONOR IT pulled hard to be just in front passing the 1/4 pole in 12.0, they were together crossing midstretch in 23.4, 

HONOR IT was under a big hold, PETRUCHIO very lightly niggled going by the wire in 36.0, neither were asked 

down to the 7/8 pole, seemingly galloping out, up in 48.4, a decent work for both. HONOR IT is a homebred Tapit - 

With Honors two-year-old fillies that kept up with her older male rival and has ability.

07/11/21 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

BENDER (B) working with HONOR IT (B) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, BENDER wearing 

blinkers inside; The pair went off in 11.4, rolled around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.1, (11.2 around the turn), 

crossing midstretch in 35.0, both niggled to the wire, BENDER just in front in 47.3, good for both, especially HONOR 

IT, an unraced two-year-old homebred Tapit - With Honors filly who kept up with an older horse and is a must follow. 

BENDER continues to work better than he has run to this point.

06/16/21 47.3 BFT HSA Grade

HONOR IT (B) working with ALWAYS LITT (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds went together from the 1/2 

mile pole, ALWAYS LITT starting 3/4 lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.2, they were rolling 

around the far turn, together passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, well behind the separate working Glatt team of, Pyfer aboard 

GLATT tightened things up on HONOR IT as she came through inside of them, HONOR IT showing guts, finishing 

evenly with GLATT team in 47.0, galloping out in 59.3, a nice work for the homebred Tapit -With Honors filly, who 

can run a lot. ALWAYS LITT was outfinished in 47.1, decent, but second best for the homebred Straight Fire colt,

05/31/21 47.0 BFT HSA Grade

HONOR IT (B), HYPNOTIZE (B-) and SUMTER (C-) working together - This trio of unraced homebred two-year-olds 

came out of the gate together, HYPNOTIZE inside, HONOR IT between horses with SUMTER outside; HONOR IT 

and HYPNOTIZE broke well, SUMTER broke slowly, the top pair leading in 12.2, 23.3, SUMPTER in 13.0, 24.1, 

HONOR IT was not asked, pulling a length clear when up in 35.3, a good work for the Tapit - With Honors filly, who 

can run. HYPNOTIZE fell a length back in 35.4, a decent work for the Ghostzapper filly SUMTER was urged, falling 

far, far back in 37.3, a poor drill for the War Front colt.

05/08/21 35.3 BFT HGSA Grade

SASH (B+) working with DANCE TO THE MUSIC (B) - This team went much, much faster than given during a very 

busy time in the a.m., going off in 12.2, SASH was under a big hold late, best of the duo in 59.2, a really good work, 

the best we have seen from him in a while. DANCE TO THE MUSIC was lightly urged to keep up in 59.2, a good work 

for the unraced two-year-old filly, who was working with an accomplished older male.

07/17/21 101.4 BFT HDMR GradeDANCE TO THE MUSIC
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DANCE TO THE MUSIC came out of the gate solo, the rider grabbing her early, never really letting her run at any 

point of this work, fractions of 12.4, 24.3, 37.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 50.1, not asked when up in 103.2, hard to make 

anything of this for the unraced $575K two-year-old Maclean's Music filly, as she was never allowed to do anything.

07/09/21 103.3 C+FT HGSA GradeDANCE TO THE MUSIC

DANCE TO THE MUSIC (B) working with DENDERA (B-) - This pair of unraced two-year-old fillies from different 

barns came out of the gate together, DENDERA inside; The duo broke well, showing good speed, DENDERA ridden to 

stay together in 12.0, 23.2, 35.1, DANCE TO THE MUSIC was never asked, getting 1/2 length in front when up in 

47.4, a good work for the Maclean's Music filly, who seems a "win early" type. DENDERA was urged, falling 1/2 

length back in 47.4, second best, but ok enough for the homebred daughter of Shaman Ghost, who can fit with Cal-bred 

maidens

07/03/21 48.0 BFT HGSA Grade

DANCE TO THE MUSIC (B-) working with ONE TIME MARK (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out 

of the gate together, DANCE TO THE MUSIC inside of ONE TIME MARK, who had T. Baze aboard; The pair broke 

well, showed speed in 12.1, then were taken a hold of, splits of 24.3, 37.0, neither asked in 49.3, ONE TIME MARK 

galloping out a length in front to midstretch in 103.3, DNCE TO THE MUSIC in 103.4, ok for both. DANCE TO THE 

MUSIC is a $575K MacLean's Music filly, ONE TIME MARK a $240K Hard Spun colt, we will follow as they point 

for Del Mar

06/24/21 49.2 B-FT HGSA Grade

SOUL OF A WARRIOR went two seconds faster than given in this solo half-mile gate work, breaking fine, fractions of 

23.4, 35.2, lightly urged when up in 48.0, a decent work for the unraced homebred two-year-old Declaration of War 

filly, who will likely debut on the turf sometime at the meet

07/18/21 50.0 B-FT HGDMR GradeSOUL OF A WARRIOR

SOUL OF A WARRIOR (B-) working with VIOLET STORM (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

SOUL OF A WARRIOR inside; The pair got together passing the 1/4 pole, 24.0 for VIOLET STORM, 24.1 for SOUL 

OF A WARRIRO, both were lightly asked in the stretch, responding ok, final times of 48.1 for VIOLET STORM, 48.2 

for SOUL OF A WARRIOR, ok for both

07/09/21 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

SOUL OF A WARRIOR came out of the gate solo, breaking ok then not asked in 13.1, mostly up there, continuing to 

gallop along in 26.3, up well before the 3/8 pole in 40.1, up at the 1/4 pole in 54.4, hard to make anything of this for the 

homebred two-year-old Declaration of War filly.

07/04/21 39.2 C+FT HGSA Grade

SOUL OF A WARRIOR (B-) working with VIOLET STORM (B-) - This team of unraced two-year-old fillies came 

out of the gate together, SOUL OF A WARRIOR inside; VIOLET STORM broke well to lead at once, SOUL OF A 

WARRIOR broke slowly, VIOLET STORM waited on her workmate, who got just in front in 12.4, 24.3, neither asked 

much, up in 36.3, galloping out down to the 1/4 pole in 49.3, ok for both. SOUL OF A WARRIOR is a Declaration of 

War homebred filly, VIOLET STORM is a $30K daughter of Violence, both should fit with maiden claimers around 

here.

06/27/21 36.1 B-FT HGSA Grade

ROCK THE BOURBON (C+) working with SOUL OF A WARRIOR (C+) - This team of unraced homebred two-year-

old fillies went three furlongs together, ROCK THE BOURBON inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 12.3, neither 

asked, but neither doing much in 37.4, just ok for both. ROCK THE BOURBON is a Lord Nelson filly, SOUL OF A 

WARRIOR is a daughter of Declaration of War, we will follow as they get fitter

06/07/21 37.4 C+FT HSA Grade

C'MON KAREN (C+) working with PEANUT BUTTER CUP (C+) - This team of fillies went much slower than given 

on our watch in their half-mile work, C'MON KAREN starting two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions 

in 12.4, 25.0, both were coaxed, PEANUT BUTTER CUP getting even in 49.2, just ok for the unraced two-year-old 

$20K Candy Ride filly, who was working with an older horse here, but seems modest. C'MON KAREN was up in 49.4, 

so-so for the Florida import, who is here for the "Ship and Win" program.

07/19/21 48.1 C+FT HDMR GradePEANUT BUTTER CUP
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PEANUT BUTTER CUP looked so-so in her solo three furlong gate work, not quick out, crossing the wire in 24.0, up 

at the 7/8 pole in 36.1, galloping out down to the 3/4 pole in 49.2, just ok for the unraced $20K Candy Ride filly, who 

needs to do better than this

07/13/21 35.4 C+FT HGDMR GradePEANUT BUTTER CUP

8th Race 1 ⅛ Miles Turf

UNITED (B) working with BENDER (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, BENDER, wearing blinkers, 

starting 1/2 length in front; Both horses were engaged at once as they were put into the work immediately, splits of 

11.3, 22.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 34.1, UNITED was hand ridden in the stretch, pulling well clear in 58.3, galloping 

out down to the 7/8 pole in 112.1,  good work as he tries to rebound in the Eddie Read. BENDER was not asked, 

content to let his workmate pull away in 59.2, a decent work.

07/18/21 58.4 BFT HDMR GradeUNITED

UNITED had Prat up for this very disappointing seven furlong Del Mar turf work with the dogs up, appearing a bit 

washy, already being lightly urged around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 105.4, urged the entire stretch, not 

picking it up much at all in 130.3, this one appears to be a shell of his old self, so-so at best.

07/13/21 130.3 C+FM H DMR Grade

RUSHIE (B+), UNITED (B) and TWIRLING DERBY (B-) working together - This trio from different barns hooked in 

together, RUSHIE, wearing a Figure 8 with Rispoli up, breaking off from the 5/8 pole starting 2 1/2 lengths in front of 

UNITED; The pair maintained their positions through fractions of 12.1, nine lengths behind TWIRLING DERBY at 

that point, they continued in 23.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4, RUSHIE was lightly niggled, catching TWIRLING 

DERBY in 59.2, a sharp work up to the San Diego. UNITED was not asked, up in 100.0, a good work, but not as sharp 

as RUSHIE. TWIRLING DERBY was caught by RUSHIE late in 49.0, an ok work

07/02/21 100.1 BFT HSA Grade

UNITED looked fine in this half-mile move, fractions of 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, crossing midstretch in 36.0, 

not asked in 48.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, a decent work for the classy grass horse, who will look 

to bounce back at Del Mar.

06/16/21 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

UNITED went off from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 11.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, crossing midstretch in 35.4, hand 

ridden the final furlong in 48.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.3, a decent work, though he has been asked 

more than usual in his last couple works

05/24/21 48.1 B-FT HSA GradeUNITED

UNITED was asked for a good drill in this long seven furlong work, going off from the 7/8 pole, splits of 12.0, niggled 

along in 24.1, 36.1, lightly urged in 48.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 100.3, asked along through the stretch, up at the wire 

in 126.0, galloping out a full mile in 139.4, an ok work, we have seen him look better than this

05/19/21 125.2 B-FT HSA Grade

UNITED had Austin Solis aboard for this six furlong work, fractions of 12.0, 23.3, 35.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 48.0, 

hand ridden the entire stretch, up at the wire in 112.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 126.4, a decent work

05/12/21 112.2 B-FT HSA Grade

UNITED (B) working with A. P. PHAROAH (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together from the 5/8 pole, 

UNITED starting two lengths in front of A. P. PHAROAH, who wore a figure 8; The duo maintained their positions in 

12.1, 24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4, UNITED was hand ridden, pulling 5 1/2 lengths clear at the wire in 100.1, a 

good work. A. P. PHAROAH was not asked much, content to let his workmate open up in 100.4, second best, a decent 

comeback work.

05/05/21 100.2 BFT HSA Grade
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COUNT AGAIN (B) working with SAY THE WORD (B) - This team of classy grass horses went together over the 

training track, SAY THE WORD starting a length in front of COUNT AGAIN, who had blinkers and Gonzalez aboard; 

COUNT AGAIN was a bit aggressive, getting to his workmates flank early in 12.2, 24.1, even passing the 1/4 pole in 

35.3, SAY THE WORD In 12.3, 24.2, 35.4, neither were asked in the stretch, finishing together, final times of 100.2 

for COUNT AGAIN, 100.3 for SAY THE WORD, a good work for both

07/12/21 100.4 BFT HSA GradeSAY THE WORD

GOING GLOBAL (B+) working with SAY THE WORD (B) - This team went together over the training track, we saw 

them break off, GOING GLOBAL about five lengths in front, then we picked them up again passing the 1/4 pole, 

GOING GLOBAL three lengths in front at that point; GOING GLOBAL was going very easily, finishing two lengths 

clear, final 1/4 in 23.3, looking best, a very good work this week for the top class three-year-old turf filly. SAY THE 

WORD was lightly niggled, making up a length in 23.2, a good work, but second best this week. We cannot verify the 

Official times.

07/05/21 100.2 B-FT HSA Grade

GOING GLOBAL (B-) working with SAY THE WORD (B-) - This team went together over the training track, SAY 

THE WORD starting three lengths in front of GOING GLOBAL, who had Gonzalez aboard; SAY THE WORD 

extended his early advantage in 13.0, GOING GLOBAL in 13.1, they got closer passing the 1/4 pole, GOING 

GLOBAL in 25.0, SAY THE WORD in 25.1, GOING GLOBAL was never asked a drop, finishing a length back in 

49.1, a few ticks slower than given, a decent move. SAY THE WORD was not asked, a length in front in 49.3, also a 

bit slower than given, a decent work as well.

06/27/21 49.1 B-FT HSA Grade

SAY THE WORD went easily in this half-mile move over the training track, we had the final 3/8, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 11.8, not asked when up at the wire in 36.1, a decent work. We cannot verify the Official time

06/21/21 49.2 B-FT HSA Grade

SAY THE WORD went easily over the training track, going off in 12.2, not asked in 49.2, an ok work

06/14/21 49.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GREGORIAN CHANT (B) working with SAY THE WORD (B)- This team went together over the training track, SAY 

THE WORD starting a length in front; The pair maintained their positions in 13.2, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, 

GREGORIAN CHANT got even in the stretch, SAY THE WORD was lightly asked, finishing 1/2 length in front at the 

wire in 100.0, galloping out in front, a good work. GREGORIAN CHANT was not asked much, falling back near the 

wire to finish 1/2 length back in 59.4, galloping out behind his workmate, but a good work.

05/24/21 100.0 BFT HSA GradeSAY THE WORD

RED KING (B-) working with SAY THE WORD (B-) - This team went together over the training track, RED KING 

starting four lengths in front; The pair were together right away, then stayed together the rest of the way, splits of 12.3, 

24.2, 36.1 for SAY THE WORD, 13.2, 25.1 37.0 for RED KING< neither asked in the stretch, final times of 100.3 for 

SAY THE WORD, 101.2 for RED KING, decent for both.

05/17/21 100.3 B-FT HSA Grade

SAY THE WORD looked fine over the training track, splits of 12.2, 24.2, not asked much in 48.4, a decent work.

05/10/21 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade

SAY THE WORD was never let run in this slow half-mile maintenance spin over the training track, opening 1/4 in 

25.4. not asked at all in 51.4, just a leg stretcher

05/03/21 51.4 MFT HSA Grade

COUNT AGAIN (B) working with SAY THE WORD (B) - This team of classy grass horses went together over the 

training track, SAY THE WORD starting a length in front of COUNT AGAIN, who had blinkers and Gonzalez aboard; 

COUNT AGAIN was a bit aggressive, getting to his workmates flank early in 12.2, 24.1, even passing the 1/4 pole in 

35.3, SAY THE WORD In 12.3, 24.2, 35.4, neither were asked in the stretch, finishing together, final times of 100.2 

for COUNT AGAIN, 100.3 for SAY THE WORD, a good work for both

07/12/21 100.3 BFT HSA GradeCOUNT AGAIN
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COUNT AGAIN had Gonzalez aboard for this half-mile training track spin, going off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.1, not asked a drop in the stretch, up in 49.0, a decent work

07/05/21 49.0 B-FT HSA GradeCOUNT AGAIN

COUNT AGAIN wore blinkers for this three furlong training track spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.3, not asked at all to 

the wire in 36.3, a decent move.

06/14/21 36.2 B-FT HSA Grade

COUNT AGAIN wore blinkers and had Gonzalez aboard for this three furlong maintenance spin, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 13.0, not asked in 37.4, just a leg stretcher

06/07/21 37.4 MFT HSA Grade

AWARD WINNER wore blinkers in this very disappointing work over the Del Mar turf course with the dogs up, going 

off quickly, fractions of 12.1, 24.3, slowing around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.4, urged the entire stretch, 

catching a whip, not responding in 103.0, slower than given, not nearly as good as his work before his victory at Santa 

Anita last time out

07/18/21 102.1 CFM H DMR GradeAWARD WINNER

AWARD WINNER went six furlongs from the 5 1/2 furlong marker, wearing blinkers, we had the final 3/8 in 38.1, 

lightly niggled, just a leg stretcher for the classy marathon grass horse

07/09/21 117.1 MFT HSA Grade

AWARD WINNER went six furlongs from the 5 1/2 furlong marker in this maintenance spin, wearing blinkers, we 

only saw the final 1/2 of this work in 49.3, lightly niggled, just a leg stretcher. We cannot verify the Official time.

07/03/21 116.3 MFT HSA Grade

AWARD WINNER went off from the 5/8 pole, wearing blinkers, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, not asked in 101.1, a 

decent work.

06/26/21 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

AWARD WINNER wore blinkers for this easy half-mile spin, opening furlong in 12.3, not asked a drop in 49.1, a 

decent work.

06/19/21 49.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

AWARD WINNER went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 24.3, 37.1, not asked in 102.0, just ok as this one was never 

doing much.

05/24/21 102.1 C+FT HSA GradeAWARD WINNER

AWARD WINNER went off from the 7/8 pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 103.2, lightly niggled, finishing like a bomb in 

126.2, a full second faster than given, final 1/4 in 23.0, absolutely full of run to the wire, an ultra impressive work, tab 

for a huge effort, especially in a paceless field

05/17/21 127.2 A-FT HSA Grade

AWARD WINNER wore blinkers for this five furlong drill, urged late in 100.4, a so-so work, but the turfer doesn’t 

usually work that well on the main track, so this may not mean much

05/10/21 100.4 C+FT HSA Grade

AWARD WINNER wore blinkers for his five furlong work, opening 3/8 in 35.4, urged along late in 100.4, a so-so 

work, but typical of what he does in the a.m.

05/03/21 100.4 C+FT HSA Grade

SMOOTH LIKE STRAIT went six furlongs from the 5/8 pole, wearing a Figure 8, fractions of 12.3, 25.1, 37.3, not 

asked a drop to the wire in 101.3, continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 114.3, a decent work

07/03/21 101.3 B-FT HSA GradeSMOOTH LIKE STRAIT
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CE CE (B+), SMOOTH LIKE STRAIT (B+) and MISS KITNESS (C+) working together - This trio from different 

barns hooked in together in this five furlong work, MISS KITNESS starting six lengths in front of CE CE who was 

inside of SMOOTH LIKE STRAIT, both wearing Figure 8's; CE CE and SMOOTH LIKE STRAIT were close passing 

the 1/4 pole in 23.2, 35.3, MISS KITNESS in 24.0, 36.3, CE CE and SMOOTH LIKE STRAIT ran right on by in the 

stretch, neither asked in 59.4, a really good work for both of these quality Graded Stakes winners, who appear to be 

going into Del Mar very well. MISS KITNESS was no match, outrun in 101.3, a so-so work.

06/26/21 59.4 B+FT HSA GradeSMOOTH LIKE STRAIT

SMOOTH LIKE STRAIT went easily in this five furlong move, wearing a Figure 8, going off in 12.3, never asked in 

49.3, a decent work as he points for the Eddie Red at Del Mar

06/18/21 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SMOOTH LIKE STRAIT wore a Figure 8 for this half-mile move, going off in 12.0, never asked in 48.1, a decent work

05/23/21 48.1 B-FT HSA GradeSMOOTH LIKE STRAIT

RESTRAINEDVENGENCE washed out with T. Baze in the saddle for this five furlong maintenance work over the Del 

Mar grass course with the dogs up, going off in 13.3, 26.2, 39.1, not asked in 104.2, just a leg stretcher

07/13/21 104.1 MFM H DMR GradeRESTRAINEDVENGENCE

9th Race 6½ Furlongs Dirt

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

I'LL STAND TALLER (C+) working with MIRACLE OF HOPE (C+) - This team went together form the 5/8 pole, 

I'LL STAND TALLER starting three lengths in front; MIRACLE OF HOPE made up two lengths passing the 1/4 pole 

in 37.1, I'LL STAND TALLER in 37.3, MIRACLE OF HOPE was lightly urged, getting even in 101.3, up there, a so-

so work. I'LL STAND TALLER was lightly urged in 102.1, then continued to be hand ridden down to the 7/8 pole in 

115.1, just ok this week.

06/26/21 115.0 C+FT HSA GradeI'LL STAND TALLER

HOCKEY DAD (B-), I'LL STAND TALLER (B-) and SHE'S OUR CHARM (B-) working together - This trio from 

different barns hooked in together from the 5/8 pole, HOCKEY DAD inside of I'LL STAND TALLER with SHE'S 

OUR CHARM starting six lengths behind; SHE'S OUR CHARM made up ground in 24.1, 36.2, HOCKEY DAD and 

I'LL STAND TALLER in 24.3, 36.4, SHE'S OUR CHARM was lightly urged, finishing one length back at the wire in 

101.0, a decent work. HOCKEY DAD and I'LL STAND TALLER were not asked, a length up at the wire in 102.0, 

I'LL STAND TALLER up there, an ok work. HOCKEY DAD continued solo down to the 7/8 pole in 114.4, an ok work 

as well.

06/19/21 102.0 B-FT HSA Grade

DIVA'S FINALE (C+) working with I'LL STAND TALLER (C+) - This team went off together from the 5/8 pole, 

opening furlong in 12.4, chasing the Baffert trained 1/2 mile working PRIVATE MISSION, losing ground to that one in 

the stretch, up in 102.1, not asked, but just so-so for both

06/05/21 102.3 C+FT HSA Grade

I'LL STAND TALLER went off from the 1/2 mile pole, fractions of 11.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3, crossing 

midstretch in 35.3, not asked in 48.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.3, a decent work.

05/29/21 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade

FIRST PREZ was in hand throughout his half-mile training track move, going off in 12.3, 24.4. not asked in 49.1, an ok 

work

07/10/21 49.0 B-FT HSA GradeFIRST PREZ
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HAMMERING LEMON (C+), SMOOTH RIDE (C) and TALENTED LADY (C) working together - This trio from 

different barns hooked in together, we picked them up at the 1/4 pole, HAMMERING LEMON three lengths in front of 

TALENTED LADY who was inside of SMOOTH RIDE; HAMMERING LEMON was urged, pulling further clear in 

25.2, much best, but so-so. SMOOTH RIDE and TALENTED LADY were urged fairly hard, falling further back in 

25.4, not good for them. We cannot verify any of the Official times.

07/09/21 101.4 C+FT HSA GradeHAMMERING LEMON

HAMMERING LEMON looked so-so for his new trainer, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. urged along in 49.2, not overly 

impressive.

07/02/21 49.3 C+FT HSA Grade

FINNEUS (B), WITHOUT MALICE (B-) and INTENSE (C+) working together - This trio came out of the gate 

together, WITHOUT MALICE wearing blinkers inside, INTENSE also in blinkers between horses with FINNEUS 

outside; WITHOUT MALICE and INTENSE broke well, FINNEUS broke slowly then was taken far back, WITHOUT 

MALICE and INTENSE leading in 22.4, 34.2, FINNEUS in 23.4, 35.3, FINNEUS then had to go extremely wide 

around a pair of gallopers past the 7/8 pole ending up way out in the middle of the track, WITHOUT MALICE got just 

in front of MALICE, both being asked in 46.2, FINNEUS cut down to the rail, still three lengths back in 47.0, 

FINNEUS ran right on by inside of his workmate, opening up in 59.1, urged to the 1/2 mile pole in 112.1, further and 

much faster than given, a good work, especially considering the trouble he had. WITHOUT MALICE was still being 

ridden, though it seemed like more of a gallop out to the 5/8 pole in 59.4, a decent work, INTENSE was also still hand 

ridden, while slowing in 100.4, a so-so work. All three horses went much faster than given.

07/18/21 101.2 C+FT HGDMR GradeINTENSE

10th Race 1 Mile Turf

GOLIAD (B-) working with PIZZAZZ (C+) - This team of War Front progeny went six furlongs from the 5/8 pole over 

this souped up main track, GOLIAD inside; GOLIAD edged a length clear in 12.0, 23.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.0, 

PIZZAZZ one length back in 12.1, 23.3, 35.1, both horses were asked through the stretch, GOLIAD a length up 

crossing the wire in 59.2, PIZZAZZ hard urged and receiving a whip in 59.3, they continued down to the 7/8 pole, both 

horses tiring, GOLIAD remaining a little more than a length in front in 112.3, PIZZAZZ in 112.4, a decent work for 

GOLIAD, who has been gelded since his last start, just ok for PIZZAZZ who was pretty tired

07/15/21 112.3 C+FT HDMR GradePIZZAZZ

PIZZAZZ went off from the 3/4 pole, we had the final 3/8 of this work, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.3, asked along in 

37.3, just ok this week. We cannot verify the Official time

07/08/21 114.0 C+FT HSA Grade

PIZZAZZ finished well in her five furlong work, opening 3/8 in 36.4, very lightly asked in 100.2, final 1/4 in 23.3, a 

good work.

06/23/21 100.2 BFT HSA Grade

PIZZAZZ went easily in this half-mile move, even splits of 24.0 for a 48.0 final time, not a bad work

06/14/21 47.4 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

PIZZAZZ went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 12.2, 24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, not asked in the stretch, final 

time of 101.0, galloping out in 114.3, a decent work

05/16/21 101.0 B-FT HSA GradePIZZAZZ

PIZZAZZ was never asked in this half-mile move, final time of 48.3, final furlong in12.3, a decent work.

05/08/21 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade
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GOING GLOBAL (B-) working with OTTAWA FIRE (B-) - This team went five furlongs over the Del Mar sod with 

the dogs up, OTTAWA FIRE starting a length in front of GOING GLOBAL, who had Ricky Gonzalez aboard; The pair 

maintained their positions through leisurely 13.1, 26.2, 39.1 fractions, GOING GLOBAL was never asked, getting a 

neck in front at the wire in 104.3, best of the duo, a decent work. OTTAWA FIRE was not asked, second best in 104.4, 

an ok work

07/18/21 104.3 B-FM H DMR GradeGOING GLOBAL (IRE)

GOING GLOBAL (B) working with WITCH MOON (B-) - This team went five furlongs together over the training 

track, we picked them up at the 3/8 pole, WITCH MOON, wearing blinkers with Pyfer aboard a length in front; 

GOING GLOBAL was a neck back passing the 1/4 pole in 11.3, WITCH MOON in 11.4, GOING GLOBAL was not 

asked at all, finishing together in 36.0, a good work. WITCH MOON was lightly niggled, a bit second best, but better 

than usual in 36.1, a decent work. We cannot verify the Official times.

07/12/21 100.3 BFT HSA Grade

GOING GLOBAL (B+) working with SAY THE WORD (B) - This team went together over the training track, we saw 

them break off, GOING GLOBAL about five lengths in front, then we picked them up again passing the 1/4 pole, 

GOING GLOBAL three lengths in front at that point; GOING GLOBAL was going very easily, finishing two lengths 

clear, final 1/4 in 23.3, looking best, a very good work this week for the top class three-year-old turf filly. SAY THE 

WORD was lightly niggled, making up a length in 23.2, a good work, but second best this week. We cannot verify the 

Official times.

07/05/21 101.0 B+FT HSA Grade

GOING GLOBAL (B-) working with SAY THE WORD (B-) - This team went together over the training track, SAY 

THE WORD starting three lengths in front of GOING GLOBAL, who had Gonzalez aboard; SAY THE WORD 

extended his early advantage in 13.0, GOING GLOBAL in 13.1, they got closer passing the 1/4 pole, GOING 

GLOBAL in 25.0, SAY THE WORD in 25.1, GOING GLOBAL was never asked a drop, finishing a length back in 

49.1, a few ticks slower than given, a decent move. SAY THE WORD was not asked, a length in front in 49.3, also a 

bit slower than given, a decent work as well.

06/27/21 48.3 B-FT HSA Grade

GOING GLOBAL (B-) working with LANDSDOWNE (B-) - This team went together over the training track, we 

picked them up after they broke off, LANDSDOWN seven lengths in front of GOING GLOBAL, who has Gonzalez 

aboard; GOING GLOBAL made up a length passing the 1/4 pole in 12.0, LANDSDOWNE in 12.1, GOING GLOBAL 

was not asked, but still nearly four lengths back at the wire in 37.0, an ok work. LANDSDOWNE was not asked unto 

the final few jumps, where he was lightly niggled in 37.3, a decent work. We cannot verify the Official times?

06/19/21 50.0 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GOING GLOBAL (B), SWISS SWOO (B-) and LANDSDOWNE (C+) working together - this trio went five furlongs 

over the training track, LANDSDOWNE wearing blinkers inside of SWISS SWOO who wore blinkers, both starting 

two lengths in front of GOING GLOBAL; GOING GLOBAL moved closer passing the 1/4 pole in 37.1, 

LANDSDOWNE and SWISS SWOO in 37.3, GOING GLOBAL was never asked, finishing a length in front in 101.2, 

a good work for the classy three-year-old. SWISS SWOO was not asked between horses in 102.0, a decent work. 

LANDSDOWNE was urged, third best in 102.0, a so-so work.

05/09/21 101.1 BFT HSA GradeGOING GLOBAL (IRE)

GOING GLOBAL (B) working with IN VRONSKY'S STYLE (B) - This team went together over the training track, IN 

VRONSKY'S STYLE, wearing blinkers with Pyfer up starting one length in front; The pair maintained their positions 

in 12.2, they were close passing the 1/4 pole, GOING GLOBAL in 24.2, IN VRONSKY'S STYLE in 24.3, neither 

horse was urged in the stretch, IN VRONSKY'S STYLE 1/2 length in front in 48.4, a decent work. GOING GLOBAL 

was 1/2 length back at the wire in 48.3, a good work.

05/01/21 48.3 BFT HSA Grade

FREEDOM FLYER went off from the 5/8 pole, breaking off behind the Cassidy trained LISTEN TO BLUE, then ran 

right on by that one in the stretch, pulling clear in 100.2, not asked much, a good work for the sharp filly.

07/17/21 100.2 BFT HDMR GradeFREEDOM FLYER
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FREEDOM FLYER (B-) working with TAKEMEBYTHEHAND (C+) - This duo from different barns hooked in 

together over the training track, FREEDOM FLYER going off from the 5/8 pole, opening furlong in 12.2, he was six 

lengths behind TAKEMEBYTHEHAND as that one left the 1/2 mile pole, FREEDOM FLYER got even in 101.4, a 

decent work. TAKEMEBYTHEHAND was not asked, but not doing much in 50.3, a so-so work.

07/10/21 101.4 B-FT HSA GradeFREEDOM FLYER

FREEDOM FLYER went five furlongs over the training track, splits of 13.0, 25.0, 37.0, not asked in 102.1, a decent 

spin

07/03/21 101.4 B-FT HSA Grade

FREEDOM FLYER went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 13.1, 25.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.4 not asked at all when 

up at the wire in 102.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 117.1, an ok work.

06/26/21 103.0 B-FT HSA Grade

FREEDOM FLYER went easily in this half-mile move, opening 3/8 in 37.4, not asked in 50.0, a decent work.

06/17/21 50.0 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

FREEDOM FLYER went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 1/2 of this work, splits of 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.3, the rider tried to make her switch leads several times, she never did, not asked in 49.0, galloping out down to the 

7/8 pole in 102.3, a so-so work. We cannot verify the Official time

05/30/21 102.2 C+FT HSA GradeFREEDOM FLYER

FREEDOM FLYER (B-), FUNKENSTEIN (C+) and TRAFFIC STOPPER (C ) working together - This trio from 

different barns hooked in together from the 5/8 pole, TRAFFIC STOPPER inside of FUNKENSTEIN, who wore 

blinkers, starting seven lengths in front of FREEDOM FLYER; FREEDOM FLYER made up a length in 24.0, 36.1, 

FUNKENSTEIN and TRAFFIC STOPPER In 24.1, 36.2, FREEDOM FLYER was fairly hard urged, failing to switch 

leads, getting even in 100.1, galloping out a couple lengths behind FUNKENSTEIN in 114.4, a decent work. 

FUNKENSTEIN was lightly urged, finishing even with FREEDOM FLYER in a much, much slower than given in 

101.3, galloping out in front down to the 7/8 pole in 114.3, a so-so work, TRAFFIC STOPPER was hand ridden, falling 

back in 102.0, also slower than given, not impressive. We are not sure where the Official Clockers got the times and 

margins for the Puype duo???

05/23/21 100.1 B-FT HSA Grade

FREEDOM FLYER went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 1/2 of this work in 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2, 

the rider got her to switch leads a bit late, not asked to the wire in 47.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.2, a 

decent work. We cannot verify the Official time

05/15/21 100.1 B-FT HSA Grade

FREEDOM FLYER (M) working with THELUTEISMINE (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, 

THELUTEISMINE wearing a Figure 8, going off from the 5/8 pole, opening furlong in 12.3, he was two lengths 

behind FREEDOM FLYER who broke off from the 1/2 mile pole well off the rail, THELUTEISMINE came through 

inside to get even in 103.4, never asked, an easy spin. FREEDOM FLYER was never concerned with the other worker, 

caught in 51.3, just a leg stretcher

05/08/21 51.3 MFT HSA Grade

TETRAGONAL went a half-mile over the Del Mar sod with the dogs up, a it green early, splits of 12.3, passing the 1/4 

pole in 25.0, a bit late changing leads, lightly niggled, switching back to the wrong lead late, up in 49.2, not a bad work.

07/18/21 49.2 B-FM H DMR GradeTETRAGONAL (IRE)

RED STORM RISEN (B-) working with EQUILOVE (C) - This team went together over the Del Mar turf course with 

the dogs up, RED STORM RISEN wearing blinkers with Pyfer aboard, starting a length in front of EQUILOVE, who 

had Gonzalez in the irons; The pair maintained their positions in 12.3, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, RED STORM 

RISEN was not asked, pulling further clear in 101.1, a decent work. EQUILOVE was tapped a couple of times, losing 

ground in the stretch, finsihing three lengths back in 101.3, a disappointing and unimpressive work for the usually real 

good working three-year-old filly

07/18/21 101.4 CFM H DMR GradeEQUILOVE (IRE)
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EQUILOVE (B), GOLDINI (B-) and SHEZ OUR ARCH (C) working together - This trio from different barns went 

together over the training track, SHEZ OUR ARCH, wearing blinkers, starting five lengths in front of EQUILOVE, 

who had Pyfer up and seven lengths in front of GOLDINI, who wore blinkers with Gonzalez aboard; The threesome 

maintained their positions in 12.3, EQUILOVE and GOLDINI moved closer in 24.3, SHEZ OUR ARCH in 25.0, they 

were closer passing the 1/4 pole, SHEZ OUR ARCH one length in front in 36.4, EUQILOVE in 36.0, GOLIDINI 

ridden along in 35.4, EQUILOVE was much best in the stretch, not asked, finishing three lengths in front in 100.2, 

faster than given, a good work. GOLDINI was still being asked, three lengths back in 100.3, an ok work. SHEZ OUR 

ARCH bobbled while falling back into the stretch, then was not asked, finishing well back in 102.0, not impressive. We 

are not sure where the Official Clockers got these times from and why GOLDINI received the faster time?

07/11/21 101.0 BFT HSA GradeEQUILOVE (IRE)

EQUILOVE was in hand throughout this half-mile maintenance spin over the training track, never asked at all in 50.1, 

just a leg stretcher

07/05/21 50.2 MFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

EQUILOVE (B) working with SLEIGHT OF HOOF (C+) - This team went together over the training track, SLEIGHT 

OF HOOF, with Pyfer up, starting four lengths in front of EQUILOVE, who had Gonzalez aboard; EQUILOVE made 

up a length early in 12.2, 25.0, two lengths back passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, SLEIGHT OF HOOF in 12.3, 25.1, 37.2, 

EQUILOVE ran right on by in the stretch, failing to switch leads, but pulling three lengths clear in 100.4, final 1/4 in 

23.4, opening up further on the gallop out, a good work, though we would like her to switch leads. SLEIGHT OF 

HOOF was lightly urged, no match in 102.1, a so-so work

06/06/21 101.0 BFT HSA GradeEQUILOVE (IRE)

EQUILOVE went easily over the training track in this five furlong maintenance move with Gonzalez aboard, we had 

the final 1/4 in 24.3, never turned loose, a decent leg stretcher. We cannot verify the Official time.

05/30/21 102.4 MFT HSA Grade

EQUILOVE went easily in this half-mile maintenance spin over the training track, opening 1/4 in 25.2, not asked in 

50.0, just a leg stretcher.

05/24/21 50.0 MFT HSA Grade

JIBBER JABBER wore earmuffs for this half-mile maintenance spin over the Del Mar turf course with the dogs up, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.4, tapped once in the stretch, not asked much in 51.2, just a leg stretcher

07/18/21 51.2 MFM H DMR GradeJIBBER JABBER (IRE)

JIBBER JABBER went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, niggled along in 52.0, not impressive 

here

07/08/21 52.1 CFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

JIBBER JABBER wore earmuffs for this half-mile work, opening 1/4 in 23.3, lightly niggled in 48.0, an ok work

05/15/21 48.0 B-FT HSA GradeJIBBER JABBER (IRE)

MADONE finished well over the training track, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.1, not asked at all in 101.1, a decent work for 

the classy turf filly, who should be seen in the San Clemente next

07/10/21 101.1 B-FT HSA GradeMADONE

MADONE went five furlongs over the training track, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, not asked in 101.2, a nice work

07/03/21 101.1 BFT HSA Grade

PETRUCHIO (B-), SOOTHSAY (B-) and MADONE (M) working together - This trio from different barns broke off 

three-across the track from the 5/8 pole, MADONE inside, PETRUCHIO between horses with SOOTHSAY outside; 

PETRUCHIO and SOOTHSAY were well clear passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, the rider on MADONE taking back right 

away, not concerned with her workmates in 38.3, PETRUCHIO and SOOTHSAY went easily to the wire, final time of 

100.4, decent for both. MADONE was in a high gallop, finishing up in 103.2, just a leg stretcher.

06/18/21 103.2 MFT HSA Grade

MADONE went easily in this half-mile maintenance spin, even splits of 25.0 for a 50.0 final time, just a leg stretcher

06/11/21 50.1 MFT HSA Grade
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MADONE was not asked in this half-mile maintenance spin, opening 1/4 in 24.3. not asked in 49.3, a couple of ticks 

faster than given, just a leg stretcher

06/04/21 50.0 MFT HSA GradeMADONE

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MADONE was absolutely breezing in this five furlong spin, going off in 12.3, the rider up in the saddle the entre 

stretch, never turned loose at all, final time of 101.2, a good work

05/16/21 101.3 BFT HSA GradeMADONE

TIZMAGICIAN (B-) working with MADONE (M) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, TIZMAGICIAN 

going off from the 5/8 pole, opening furlong in 12.3, he was a length behind MADONE as that one went off from the 

1/2 mile pole; TIZAMAGICIAN got a length clear in 24.4, MADONE in 12.3, TIZAMAGICIAN opened up around the 

far turn, passing the 1/4 pole six lengths in front in 37.0, MADONE well back in 25.4, TIZAMAGICIAN was well 

clear in the stretch, up at the wire in 101.1, a decent work. MADONE never seemed concerned with the workmate, late 

switching leads, not asked in 50.3, much slower than given, just a leg stretcher

05/10/21 49.2 MFT HSA Grade

NIMBOSTRATUS (B-) working with XMAS SURPRISE (B-) - This team went together over the Del Mar lawn with 

the dogs up, XMAS SURPRISE with T. Baze up, starting six lengths in front; NIMBOSTRATUS made up steady 

ground in 12.2, 25.0, XMAS SURPRISE in 12.4, 25.4, they got together in deep stretch, neither asked, XMAS 

SURPRISE finishing a neck in front, NIMBOSTRATUS in 50.1, XMAS SURPRISE in 51.2, then XMAS SURPRISE 

galloped out back in front, a decent work for both.

07/18/21 50.2 B-FM H DMR GradeNIMBOSTRATUS (FR)

NIMBOSTRATUS went easily in this half-mile maintenance spin over the training track, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, 

never taking a deep breath in 50.2, just a leg stretcher

07/02/21 50.1 MFT HSA Grade

NIMBOSTRATUS (B-) working with XMAS SURPRISE (C+) - This team went together over the training track, 

XMAS SURPRISE starting a length in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.1, 24.1, NIMBOSTRATUS 

getting even passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, XMAS SURPRISE in 36.1, NIMBOSTRATUS was lightly niggled, pulling a 

length clear in 100.4, a decent work for the recent expensive claim. XMAS SURPRISE was hand ridden, falling a 

length back in 101.1, second best a so-so work.

06/25/21 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

NIMBOSTRATUS (B) working with XMAS SURPRISE (B-) - This team went together over the training track, 

NIMBOSTRATUS starting 1 1/2 lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.4, 24.4, NIMBOSTRATUS 

was absolutely cruising, the rider up in the saddle late, waiting on her workmate, receiving the slower time of 49.3, but 

definitely best, a good work for the recent expensive claim. XMAS SURPRISE was lightly urged to get even in 49.2, 

second best, a decent work

06/18/21 49.2 BFT HSA Grade

XMAS SURPRISE (B-) working with NIMBOSTRATUS (B-) - This team of three-year-old turf fillies went together 

from the 1/2 mile pole, NIMBOSTRATUS starting two lengths in front; XMAS SURPRISE was never asked, getting 

even in 51.1, an ok work. NIMBOSTRATUS was not asked in 51.3, an easy move for the recent claim.

06/10/21 51.3 B-FT HSA Grade

11th Race 6 Furlongs Dirt

ANGEL'S ADVOCATE went easily in this three furlong blowout, final time of 37.1, just getting a feel of the racetrack.

07/19/21 37.1 B-FT HDMR GradeANGEL'S ADVOCATE

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEASON TO REMEMBER wore blinkers for this half-mile maintenance spin, we had the final 3/8 of this work, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 12.4, crossing midstretch in 25.0, lightly niggled when up in 37.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 51.4, just a leg stretcher. We cannot verify the Official time.

06/27/21 51.1 MFT HSA GradeSEASON TO REMEMBER
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PLUM WILD wore blinkers for her early a.m. three furlong maintenance spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.3, not asked in 

37.2, an easy leg stretcher

07/19/21 37.3 MFT HDMR GradePLUM WILD

SWEET SOULMATE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, even splits of 24.0 for a 48.0 final time, lightly asked late, an ok 

work

07/09/21 48.1 B-FT HSA GradeSWEET SOULMATE

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SWEET SOULMATE went easily in this half-mile move with Maldonado up, fractions of 12.3, 24.4, crossing 

midstretch in 37.1, not asked much in 49.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.3, an ok work

06/13/21 49.3 B-FT HSA GradeSWEET SOULMATE

TRAFFIC STOPPER (B-) working with WARD 'N JERRY (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

WARD 'N JERRY inside; The pair went off in 24.4, neither asked in 49.1, decent for both

07/18/21 49.0 B-FT HDMR GradeTRAFFIC STOPPER

TRAFFIC STOPPER went much slower than given in this half-mile work, going off in 12.2, 24.3. lightly asked in 49.2, 

just ok. We are not sire where the Official Clockers got this time from?

07/03/21 48.0 C+FT HSA Grade

TRAFFIC STOPPER went slower than given in her easy half-mile work, fractions of 12.0, 24.2, crossing midstretch in 

37.0, not asked in 49.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.2, hard to make much of this

06/27/21 49.0 C+FT HSA Grade

DORIS MAE (B-), PULPIT RIDER (B-) and TRAFFIC STOPPER (B-) - working together - This trio went together 

from the 1/2 mile pole, TRAFFIC STOPPER starting a length in front of PULPIT RIDER and two lengths in front of 

DORIS MAE, who had McCarthy aboard; The threesome maintained their position in 24.1, TRAFFIC STOPPER was 

lightly niggled in 48.3, caught at the wire by her workmate, an ok work. PULPIT RIDER was not asked in 48.2, a 

decent work. DORIS MAE was hand ridden to get even in 48.1, asked the most of the three, but still decent as she is a 

two-year-old filly facing older winners

06/21/21 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade

DORIS MAE (B-) working with TRAFFIC STOPPER (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, TRAFFIC 

STOPPER inside; The pair went off in 24.2, neither asked in 48.2, final 1/4 in 24.0, a decent work for both, especially 

DORIS MAE, an unraced Dads Cap homebred two-year-old filly who kept up with her older workmate and should be 

followed.

06/14/21 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

FREEDOM FLYER (B-), FUNKENSTEIN (C+) and TRAFFIC STOPPER (C ) working together - This trio from 

different barns hooked in together from the 5/8 pole, TRAFFIC STOPPER inside of FUNKENSTEIN, who wore 

blinkers, starting seven lengths in front of FREEDOM FLYER; FREEDOM FLYER made up a length in 24.0, 36.1, 

FUNKENSTEIN and TRAFFIC STOPPER In 24.1, 36.2, FREEDOM FLYER was fairly hard urged, failing to switch 

leads, getting even in 100.1, galloping out a couple lengths behind FUNKENSTEIN in 114.4, a decent work. 

FUNKENSTEIN was lightly urged, finishing even with FREEDOM FLYER in a much, much slower than given in 

101.3, galloping out in front down to the 7/8 pole in 114.3, a so-so work, TRAFFIC STOPPER was hand ridden, falling 

back in 102.0, also slower than given, not impressive. We are not sure where the Official Clockers got the times and 

margins for the Puype duo???

05/23/21 101.2 CFT HSA GradeTRAFFIC STOPPER

CAUSE I'M GREY (C+) working with TRAFFIC STOPPER (C+) - This team went together form the 1/2 mile pole, 

TRAFFIC STOPPER inside; The pair went off in 12.3, both horses were coaxed, TRAFFIC STOPPER a touch best in 

48.3, a so-so work for both at this stage

05/16/21 48.3 C+FT HSA Grade
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TRAFFIC STOPPER looked ok in this half-mile move, going off in 12.3, 25.0, not asked in 48.4, a decent work for the 

bottom level restricted claiming femme

05/09/21 48.3 B-FT HSA GradeTRAFFIC STOPPER

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

HEART RIVER did not look good in this five furlong training track work, asked along in the stretch, not giving much 

response in 103.0, hard to like this work

06/16/21 102.4 CFT HSA GradeHEART RIVER

HEART RIVER went a half-mile over the training track, opening 1/4 in 25.0, asked along in the stretch, up in 50.3, 

hard to like this work

05/26/21 50.2 CFT HSA Grade

CHEWY CHEWY GOOD went a half-mile over the training track, we had the final 1/4 in 24.0, hard urged to finish, a 

so-so work. We think the Official time is too fast on this one.

06/27/21 47.1 C+FT HSA GradeCHEWY CHEWY GOOD

RUN LIKE KONA wore blinkers for this five furlong maintenance spin over a sped up main track, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 37.3, not asked to the wire in 102.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.4, just a leg stretcher

07/15/21 102.4 MFT HDMR GradeRUN LIKE KONA

BRIMAGE (B-) working with RUN LIKE KONA (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, RUN LIKE 

KONA, wearing blinkers inside; The pair went off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, BRIMAGE appeared to be a bit 

best to the wire in 49.3, mostly up there, RUN LIKE KONA was lightly urged while slowing down to the 7/8 pole in 

103.0, just ok. BRIMAGE galloped out on nearly even terms, a decent work for the one raced two-year-old filliy, who 

was claimed off a runner-up try in her debut at Churchill Downs and should fit well vs. similar as part of the "Ship and 

Win" program

07/07/21 103.0 C+FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

BIG PASSION (C+) working with DREW BIG (C+) - This team of Mr. Big homebred's went together from the 1/2 

mile pole, DREW BIG inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 25.2, neither sked, but neither doing much in 50.3, hard 

to make much of this. We will follow as they get more serious

06/27/21 50.3 C+FT HSA GradeBIG PASSION

BIG PASSION went off from the 1/2 mile pole, going off in 12.2, not asked in 48.3, a decent work

06/20/21 48.3 B-FT HSA Grade

BIG PASSION was not asked in this half-mile move, crossing midstretch in 36.1, the rider took a hold late, finsihing up 

in 49.0, an ok work

06/04/21 49.0 B-FT HSA Grade

DARING CAT came out of the gate solo, splits of 24.1, 35.3, 47.3, hand ridden in 100.1, an ok work

07/16/21 100.1 B-FT HGDMR GradeDARING CAT

DARING CAT wore a Figure 8 and had T. Baze aboard for this modest five furlong work, going off slowly, fractions 

of 12.4, 25.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 38.1, lightly tapped a few times in the stretch, never really picking it up, final time 

of 103.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 117.1, not overly impressive.

07/04/21 103.3 C+FT HSA Grade

DARING CAT (C+) working with HALFBARBERBINGIE (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

DARING CAT wearing Figure 8 with T. Baze up inside of HALFBARBERBINGIE, who had Pyfer aboard; The pair 

went together in 13.0, 25.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.4, both horses were very lightly asked, up in 102.3, galloping out 

together down to the 7/8 pole in 116.2, just ok for both. The Official Clockers seemingly mixed this horse up with 

barnmate MICHALSKA, who was left off the worktab, both horses should have received a 102.3 clocking.

06/20/21 101.0 C+FT HSA Grade
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DARING CAT went easily in this five furlong maintenance spin with T. Baze aboard, opening 3/8 in 38.0, not asked in 

102.4, just a leg stretcher.

06/10/21 102.4 MFT HSA GradeDARING CAT

DARING CAT went off from the 1/2 mile pole, fractions of 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, crossing midstretch in 

35.4, hand ridden to the wire in 48.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, just ok for the Cal-bred Daredevil 

filly

05/30/21 48.1 C+FT HSA Grade

DARING CAT wore a figure 8 and had T. Baze aboard for this half-mile work, splits of 12.0, 24.1, a bit green crossing 

midstretch in 36.4, not asked in 48.4, then ducking out while green on the gallop out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, a 

decent work

05/07/21 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade
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